To Market, To Market...

to buy time for kids...the prices went up...and so did the bids

CHILDREN'S TV
Many Ways To Raise Kids Viewers
Fox, ABC, WB, CBS try varied tactics with fall skeds

MAGAZINES
Martha Inc. Sets Up Shop
The doyenne of do-it-right talks about her company

CABLE TV
TCI Has New President
Malone hires Leo Hindery to fix the balance sheet

MARKET INDICATORS

National TV: Slow
Scatter is on hold as buyers and sellers thrash out kids upfront. Second-quarter option pickups are at a healthy, 95 percent rate.

Net Cables: Healthy
The first-quarter scatter market is picking up steam, at least for networks selling the 18-49 demo. A flood of packaged-goods dollars has entered the market.

Spot TV: Sluggish
January finished off slowly; February is expected to post marginal gains. Packaged goods are up and autos are picking up for spring; most other categories are flat or down.

Radio: Flat
Little change on the horizon. Dallas and New York are showing moderate signs of life, but it's nothing to write home about. Retail is helping to keep the market afloat.

Magazines: Mixed
Cosmetics and food are sluggish, but drugs & remedies seems to be strengthening. Automotive is good for weeklies and mass books, but special-interest monthlies are missing out. Luxury items are hot.
In the past two years, he's missed three days of work and four issues of Business Week.

Our 6.7 million readers consider Business Week a must read. That's why many advertisers consider it such an intelligent buy.

For more information, call Bill Kupper at (212) 512-6945, or e-mail adsales@businessweek.com.
As professionals and managers, Business Week readers face tremendous demands on their time. Yet, 71% of them find the time to read every issue, every week. And nearly all of them read the magazine within the first three days of its arrival.

In return, they get timely news and intelligence that provide real solutions to the challenges they face, plus a handsome return on their most valuable investment—their time.
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Success is relative.
How you achieve it isn’t.
Belo Weighing Offers for KIRO in Seattle

A.H. Belo Corp. is said to be evaluating bids from several interested suitors for its KIRO-TV (UPN) in Seattle, which the company wants to swap following its recent acquisition of Seattle’s KING-TV (NBC). Fox reportedly has offered its KSAZ in Phoenix and KTBC in Austin, Texas, in exchange for KIRO. But one Fox staffer termed the Phoenix scenario “ludicrous,” because KSAZ is in a home-team NFL market for Fox. Sources said Fox may offer to trade KDVR in Denver along with the Austin station for KIRO. Belo is said to be pushing for Fox’s Phoenix property, in keeping with its southwestern regional group profile. Fox and Belo executives declined comment. Fox’s current affiliate in Seattle is Kelly Broadcasting’s KCPQ. Paramount and Tribune, which also are interested in KIRO, are said to be giving Dudley Communications’ WB affiliate KTZZ in Seattle a hard look as insurance if KIRO ends up going to Fox.

Cox Pushes Padres in San Diego

Cox Communications plans to launch on March 13 a new type of local cable channel on its San Diego area systems centered around carriage of 101 San Diego Padres games this coming baseball season. Channel 4, as it will be known, will reach 70 percent of the market, or some 475,000 cable homes. The channel will also feature “good news” stories on the San Diego market, including a hi-tech program focusing on the burgeoning computer community in southern California. The channel will also have a fitness show and traffic updates. KUSI, an independent TV station in the market, will carry 25 Padres games, but all the ad time will be sold by Cox. Advertisers that have signed up include Miller, Budweiser and Toyota.

Fox Sports Net Signs New Affils

Fox Sports Net has signed Home Team Sports and Midwest Sports Channel, two regional sports networks owned by Westinghouse, as affiliates. HTS, serving the Baltimore/Washington, D.C., area and MSC, serving the Minnesota area, will carry not only Fox Sports News and FSN’s college basketball and football games but will also contribute pre- and post-game reports of the teams they cover. The deal settles lawsuits filed by FSN against the Baltimore Orioles and the Washington Bullets and Capitals, teams carried by HTS.

Zip2 Racks Up Partners in On-line Classifieds

On-line publisher Zip2, already partnering with Knight-Ridder and Landmark Communications to provide Web classified listings in major markets, will this week announce a new round of media partners. Working with daily newspapers, Zip2 currently produces on-line classifieds in seven of the top 30 U.S. markets, including San Francisco, Minneapolis and Miami. The new partners will place Zip2 in an additional three to six major cities.

Capstar to Add 20 Stations

Capstar Broadcasting last week agreed to acquire 20 radio stations in Wisconsin, Arizona, Virginia and Alaska from the Madison Radio Group, Commonwealth Broadcasting, Cavaleri Communications and Comco Broadcasting. The deal is valued at $60 million.

’Fortune’ Ad Refused by ‘Journal’

Fortune is spreading the word about an ad for the Time Inc. book that was rejected by The Wall Street Journal. The Journal refused to run a full-page ad from the business magazine that noted how money manager Michael Price was prompted to invest more than $150 million in Dow Jones & Co. after reading a Fortune article. The article noted a shareholder revolt over Dow Jones’ recent lackluster financial performance. A Dow Jones spokesman said the company “chose not to run this particular ad by a competitor.”

Addenda: King World Productions has scored TV station renewals for Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy! in a dozen markets. The renewals, at stations including KTVK in Phoenix, WPXI in Pittsburgh, KCTV in Kansas City, WBNS in Columbus, Ohio, and WWMT in Grand Rapids, Mich., extend contracts on both shows through the 2001-2002 season...The fall 1998 off-network rollout of New York Undercover last week received clearance commitments from Fox Television Stations-owned outlets in New York (WNYW), Los Angeles (KTTV) and Chicago (WFLD), as well as nine of the 11 Paramount Television Group-owned outlets, according to syndicator Universal Domestic Television...Walt Disney Television International has named Joseph Ahern senior vp and managing director of broadcasting, effective in March. Ahern will oversee existing Disney Channels in Taiwan, the United Kingdom and Australia and planned Disney Channels in France and the Middle East. Ahern comes from ABC O&O WLSTV in Chicago, where he was president/gm.

Correction: An item on the At Deadline page in the Jan. 27 issue should have noted that Barry Diller owns a controlling interest in SF Broadcasting.
Whose Ox Gets Gored?

Maybe nobody’s, as White House makes nice

TV REGULATION / By Alicia Mundy

When Vice President Al Gore held a press conference last week to outline the Clinton administration’s stance on broadcasting and the public interest, the initial reaction in the TV industry was to dive for cover. Now broadcasters privately admit that they may have less to complain about than they are publicly saying. Gore, said an industry executive who would not speak for attribution, may have been sending a signal that he’s willing to deal.

At the press conference on Feb. 5, Gore announced that he wants “public interest” to guide the future license distribution for digital TV channels and, by inference, other broadcast technology. “Public interest” comprised, among other things, free TV air-time for political candidates and children’s educational TV programs. Other nonspecific items, according to White House sources, include the broadcasters’ willingness to rate shows for violence and cooperate with the government on ratings studies and talk about “safe harbor” sex- and violence-free prime-time slots.

Gore carefully avoided making the license distribution contingent on public interest activities and rules for broadcasters to follow. In the meantime, the industry gets its digital channels this spring.

Of Gore’s differing view, an FCC staffer said, “I don’t think Reed was too pleased, since he thinks this is the right time to push public interest as a determinant. The digital channels are crucial to the broadcasters right now and could be the basis of trade-off now.”

They also represent a possible trade-off for a Gore election strategy. That, at least, is the interpretation of a Senate Commerce Committee veteran staffer, who also requested anonymity. “The Gore announcement, if you read it carefully, was an overture,” he said. “Not a threat. He was not getting in the broadcasters’ faces.”

That theory seems to be echoed in the unusually positive response of the National Association of Broadcasters. NAB president Eddie Fritts issued a statement applauding Gore: “We are pleased that the vice president has encouraged the FCC to proceed expeditiously with digital license allocations.”

Still, Gregory Simon, the vice president’s chief advisor on technology issues, cautioned: “We have long supported the award of digital licenses to the broadcasters, but we never said

Adweek Magazines
To Launch Luxury Quarterly

Adweek Magazines, publisher of Mediaweek, last week announced the winter 1997 launch of Luxe, a quarterly magazine for luxury marketers.

“Luxury marketers think of themselves as a community; they share customers and sensibilities,” said Mark Dacey, president of Adweek Magazines. “In Adweek’s tradition of delivering highly targeted editorial content, Luxe will be a distinctive magazine this readership can call its own.”

Craig Reiss, executive vp and editor-in-chief of Adweek Magazines, will serve as the founding editor of Luxe. Scotty Dupree, previously network television editor of Mediaweek, will be executive editor.

Michael E. Parker, senior vp of sales and marketing at Adweek Magazines, will be launch publisher.

The first issue of Luxe will appear on Nov. 10 and will be followed by issues in spring, summer, fall and winter 1998.

Adweek Magazines is a subsidiary of BPI Communications Inc., which publishes Billboard. (continued on page 8)
they would get them for free.” That doesn't necessarily mean cash; Simon said the administration would like to see licenses allocated in accordance with “heightened public-interest obligations.”

According to Simon, the president and vice president want to avoid a pressure-cooker atmosphere around the public interest issue. There is some urgency to digital spectrum allocation since TV stations are expected to begin such broadcasts in the spring of 1998. “We know what happened with children's television; why create another high-profile, high-pressure deadline debate?” Simon said.

The administration seems to be looking for cash on the back end of the digital spectrum allocation. As Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), chairman of the Commerce Committee, predicted, the administration's budget proposal, also released on Feb. 5, calls for analog spectrum auctions by 2002 (the frequencies would not change hands until 2005), with a goal of $14.8 billion in revenue. It also asks for auctions on channels 60-69, with a goal of $3.5 billion, by 2002. But McCain wasn't completely thrilled with the full spectrum proposal. Mark Buse, a technology adviser to McCain, said, “The senator is very pleased that the administration recognizes and publicized that the spectrum has value and should be auctioned.”

He added, however, that McCain opposes a “trigger tax” embedded in the spectrum auction, because of its timetable: “We remain opposed to any up-front auction or accelerated giveback of analog spectrum,” the group said in a statement. It favors a giveback of analog channels only after all U.S. TV households have converted to digital broadcasting.

The industry also is watching carefully the push to provide free airtime for political candidates, which is a goal of the administration’s campaign-finance reform proposals. In that, President Clinton lauded a bill sponsored by McCain that mandates free TV airtime for candidates—another idea that Gore endorsed by Tuesday. But many buyers waited to see Fox's asking price on Wednesday, which set the broadcast market's tone. Buyers had feared a 25-plus or more, but the network’s asking prices were apparently closer to 20 percent. That helped to moderate prices slightly at WB and ABC, buyers said.

Fox is believed to have booked $170 million, just about what it wrote in last year's upfront. Some rivals suggested that the network took in a good bit less than that, put out word that it had gotten enough of a CPM increase to offset its stiff ratings erosion, then claimed that flat revenue represented a good deal. One buyer said Fox is holding more scatter inventory than planned, but the network apparently sought to better protect itself from ratings shortfalls and is comfortable with its sell levels. Buyers balked at the CPMs Fox initially asked for its syndicated product, which is included in that revenue figure, although middle ground was eventually reached.

WB is said to have taken in $60 million to $65 million, right on target, with ratings projections around 1.5. In fact, most suppliers were very conservative in their rating estimates, both, sides said, to avoid the cashback debacles that plagued the market this season.

ABC wrote $50 million, according to a network source, although rivals and buyers put that number at $45 million. ABC is holding back inventory for scatter in anticipation of an active market. One buyer with fourth-quarter money said he was having a hard time placing it on cable.

Disney said it wrote close to $50 million, while outsiders figured it for slightly less than $40 million. It’s hard to get a fix on Disney, since it sells a nine-title, fourth-quarter movie package and DIC shows like Beast Wars in addition to its flagship animation. CPMs are likewise a mixed bag, with top-shelf

---

**Same Time Last Year**

Advertiser spending keeps pace with '96, despite ratings losses

**NETWORK TV / By Eric Schmuckler**

The kids upfront market ground to a halt after a very late night on Wednesday, Feb. 5. With the smoke still clearing, best guess was that total dollars were up slightly, 5 percent on the outside, with spending pegged at around $750 million. The average account paid CPM increases in the low teens.

No one wanted to speak for the record, but both sides claimed to be satisfied with the results—sellers said they nabbed what they needed while buyers asserted that CPM hikes weren't as bad as expected. Consensus opinion held that the biggest broadcast suppliers—Fox and WB—received price boosts of 17-20 percent. ABC was said to have won 15-16 percent increases and Disney’s syndicated fare was widely reported to have fetched 8-10 percent gains, although both companies said they got bumps of around 20 percent. Kid-unfriendly CBS was flat to negative and other small players were in the low single digits.

“It was pretty civilized,” said one kids buyer. “Not that you ever like paying double-digit increases, but it wasn't too bad.”

Two factors helped moderate the market: Dollars continued to flood to cable from broadcast and a few big accounts defected from kids. Nickelodeon is believed to have between $250 million and $270 million in the till for next season, including money it picked up a year ago, while Cartoon Network is thought to have booked some $60 million. With Toon coming off a $3,50 CPM base, it won sizable share and CPM hikes.

Kellogg cut its kids budget from $130 million to $60 million as some of its brands deserted the daypart. With another chunk of its budget tied up in a Disney syndication deal, the cereal giant had ample leeway to walk from higher-priced inventory. One seller said Kellogg played hardball with Fox and ABC, sticking to its offer of a single-digit increase.

There was plenty of dealing before the market, at Fox's behest, opened on Wednesday afternoon. Disney said it was pretty much done by Tuesday. But many buyers waited to see Fox's asking price on Wednesday, which set the broadcast market's tone. Buyers had feared a 25-plus or more, but the network’s asking prices were apparently closer to 20 percent. That helped to moderate prices slightly at WB and ABC, buyers said.

Fox's Margaret Loeschen presents the Power Rangers

---

**KIDS TV Upfront Wrap-Up**

Also: The New Schedules

---

**SCHEDULES**

---

**Fox's Margaret Loeschen presents the Power Rangers**
product like 101 Dalmatians priced higher than Disney’s third half hour, Aladdin, which will air in just 70 percent of the country.

CBS may not have written even $10 million in kids, although buyers tossed a few ducats their way as the network became more eager. Second-tier syndicators like Eyemark and Madison Green are said to be getting mid-single-digit CPM increases, but no one has a fix on dollars from this segment yet.

Considering the dramatic drops in broadcast ratings, the tectonic corporate shifts in the kids business overall and the high anxiety all this had generated among buyers and sellers, most everyone simply sounds relieved that this upfront is over.

Nets Bet on Action, Comedy

But Fox, ABC, WB and CBS have vastly different strategies

CHILDREN’S TV / By Eric Schmuckler

The broadcast networks rolled out new kids schedules last week that represent widely varying strategies. Kids WB is playing it relatively safe with a preponderance of established properties, while Fox is swinging for the fences by replacing six of its eight half-hours on Saturday morning. ABC’s eight confirmed shows offer a mix of traditionally cuddly Disney properties spiced with a few flavors from Saturday-morning boss Gerry Laybourne’s Nickelodeon cookbook. And CBS’ three-hour, live-action educational block is not keeping the competition awake at night.

Fox Kids chairman Margaret Loesch acknowledged the “need to infusion fresh and new programs into our schedule.” With a superhero-heavy lineup, Loesch reached for a variety of genres, with an accent on comedy. One of three new Fox comedies is Igor, a version of Frankenstein told from the twisted lab assistant’s viewpoint and the first kids show from DreamWorks. Speaking to the Fox upfront gathering by phone, DreamWorks co-owner Steven Spielberg promised the “same sort of antise
cial comedy we introduced with Pinky & the Brain.” Fox’s 8 a.m. show is Home to Rent, an aliens-among-us premise from veterans of Ren & Stimpy.

Two risky new Fox shows are live-action: Mowgli: The New Adventures of The Jungle Book, and a new Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles that takes its cue from the feature-film hits. Fox’s Saban Entertainment will produce the new Turtles as well as Silver Surfer, while the four other new shows come from outside sources. Igor and Silver Surfer will not join the schedule until January.

Fox hits Goosebumps and Casper go to strip this fall, anchoring the latest incarnations of Saban’s action shows, Power Rangers Turbo and Beetleborg Metallix. An intriguing last-minute addition for Friday afternoons, provisionally titled Rock Around the Clock, will attempt to tap the Happy Days/Grease vein that plays so well among today’s kids.

Fox aims to have a cable outlet in place by fall ’98, carrying 12 hours of kids programming daily. Starting from scratch remains possible, while use of the FX channel is least likely. Loesch said. Fox Television chairman Chase Carey told Mediaweek that an arrangement with the Family Channel also is possible, depending on what kind of deal can be cut.

ABC probably will not announce its full Saturday morning schedule for another month, but it will include Jungle Book’s Jungle Cubs, Winnie the Pooh, 101 Dalmatians, Brand Spanking New Dog, Pepper Ann, Recess and a returning hour of Bugs Bunny cartoons. The first five shows are educational-qualifiers. Some buyers hailed the Nick-type relatability Ladysphere brought to Pepper Ann and Recess and expressed confidence in the Disney marketing machine. Others were less impressed. “It’s a nice, soft schedule,” said one media buyer, “but it’s not clearly evident this will turn them around.”

CBS announced its new kids programs with little fanfare. The lineup is all live-action, featuring The Ghostwriter Mysteries from Children’s Television Workshop and a kiddie version of Wheel of Fortune. “Weird” Al Yankovic makes his bid to become the next Pee-wee Herman with The Weird Al Show. All the shows are F.C.C.-friendly, though Yankovic’s educational credentials could not be determined at press time. CBS’ three hours are scheduled for 7 to 9 a.m. and from 11 to noon, with a two-hour adult news show in the middle. Affiliates have swapped their local kids avails for Saturday news, and they will have a fair amount of leeway in airing the kids programs, which will be fed on Friday night.
A merger is a curious beast. Two distinctively different corporations come together to form a bigger and more powerful one. From a business point of view, it makes perfect sense. But from a consumer's point of view, it brings up just as many questions as it answers. Like, "Will this new company still see me as an old chum? Or just chum?" Perhaps the most effective way to avoid such an identity crisis is with advertising.

A strong and consistent corporate message is critical to maintaining a company's identity in today's climate of merger mania. Especially when you consider in 1995 some $503 billion in mergers and acquisitions were reported by Securities Data Company, surpassing the old record of $357 billion set in 1994. And, according to Advertising Age, there were 11% more corporate name changes in 1994 than in 1993, with 56% of them resulting from mergers alone. With all these changes going on, it's more important than ever to preserve your corporate image.

No publication contributes as much to that effort as The Wall Street Journal. Read faithfully by millions of affluent and influential people around the world every business day, "The Journal remains the most believable business information source in America. No wonder The Journal remains the core of so many successful campaigns. Our advertisers know the value of a consistent presence in The Journal. Especially the ones who have undergone that strange phenomenon called a merger.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
The World's Business Daily. It Works.
MEDIA WIRE

In Orlando, Meredith Eyes WOFL-TV for Possible Trade

Meredith Corp. is leaning toward Fox affiliate WOFL as the Orlando, Fla., station that it will offer for trade. Meredith must sell or trade WOFL or its recently acquired WCIX-TV (CBS) to comply with FCC duopoly rules prohibiting ownership of two stations in the same market.

Philip A. Jones, president of the Meredith Broadcast group, said late last week that WOFL is "the likely candidate to be traded." Jones added that for tax reasons, a trade for another station, rather than a cash sale, will be pursued. Jones said Meredith hopes to trade the Orlando station, in the country's No. 22 market, to Fox.

Mitch Stern, Fox Television station group president, could not be reached for comment. —Claude Brodesser

Disney Snatches Fairchild

Back From Smitten Suitors

Never mind. That's what Walt Disney Co. said last Thursday, when it took Fairchild Publications and Los Angeles magazine off the auction block. The change of heart, which came just one week after Disney announced its intentions to sell Fairchild along with all the print assets it acquired when it bought Capital Cities/ABC last year, may have to do with the tremendous publicity and praise Fairchild has received in recent days. A long line of potential bidders had formed, including Condé Nast parent Advance Publications and Meigher Communications.

Fairchild includes the consumer fashion monthly W, Women's Wear Daily, 12 other trade journals and Jane, a young women's title set to launch this fall. Los Angeles also is joining the Fairchild stable.

Several profitable CapCities/ABC newspapers and dozens of trade magazines are still on the market.

High-ranking Disney staffers knew early last week that Fairchild would not be sold. The company is said to be excited about the Jane launch and pleased with W's recent strong showing. Fairchild said W's ad pages for March are up 50 percent. The title's rate base will be raised from 350,000 to 400,000 in June, the second hike since December. —Jeff Gremillion

'Mistress of My Own Destiny'

Martha Stewart is now a private conglomeration of all things nice

MAGAZINES / By Jeff Gremillion

The newly independent Martha Stewart, chairman of Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia (MSLO), in an interview on Friday fielded questions about the deal that took her empire private. "I really worked very hard to try to find a way so that I could really own my company and not give away any of it," she said. "We financed it internally."

Stewart now owns an even bigger piece than was commonly assumed in the industry. Time Inc. owns "substantially less than 20 percent," she said. Time Inc. would not comment on the figure.

Stewart and strategist Sharon Patrick, now MSLO ceo, decided the "buy-back" should be based on internally generated cash flow after discussing possible financing with "no more than 10 investment and commercial banks," said Stewart. "They wanted equity. I didn't want to give up so much equity. The money was terribly expensive, and we didn't need it."

She also disputed reports that banks passed on a deal because her company's production costs are excessive. MSLO, out from under Time Inc.'s wing, can reach its full potential as a multimedia and merchandising company, said Stewart. "Time is not a television company," she added. "They are not an online service. They are not a merchandising company. We have all of those things in place now to follow up on and really build on. I felt by being mistress of my own destiny I could realize those dreams faster."

Patrick hinted that MSLO's first major push will be extending its merchandising efforts. Stewart's flagship is Martha Stewart Living, circ rate base 2 million. The company also includes books, a syndicated TV show, a syndicated newspaper column and Martha by Mail, a mail-order operation.

NationsBank will be the company's commercial bank, Stewart said. It has extended MSLO a $10 million line of credit. ■

Malone Turns to an Outsider

TCI's CEO hires a respected cable vet to help put things right

CABLE TV / By Michael Bürgi

aced with a languishing stock price and potentially debilitating debt, Tele-Communications Inc.'s longtime president and ceo, John Malone, has brought aboard a new executive to help tidy the company's balance sheet.

Leo Hindery Jr., managing general partner and ceo of Intermedia Partners, a top 10 cable operator that is partly owned by TCI, has joined TCI as its president. In this role, he will oversee Brendan Clouston, president of TCI Communications, who in recent years had been perceived as Malone's heir apparent.

Wall Street on Friday reacted positively to the news, with the caveat that Malone must keep a close eye on the company if he relinquishes day-to-day oversight. It has been over the past two years that Malone's hands-off, advisory approach has allowed the company to slip into its current malaise, analysts believe. TCI's stock price rose 1/8 to 14 1/8 in trading on Friday.

"Malone is the ceo and he will be as long as he wants to be," noted John Reidy, an analyst with Smith Barney. "If Malone is interested in creating value for himself and the company, there are an awful lot of reasons he should remain involved. It's a generally positive move, because Malone's much better as a dealmaker [than a manager]. And Leo knows the game."

Some wondered whether Clouston was ever given enough power to make the crucial decisions when he joined TCI three years ago. Malone in recent weeks has expressed public support for Clouston, but it's expected that Clouston will eventually move to another division at the company, possibly TCI's international operations arm. ■
TV Land
Time Warp Hits
Number One
in Primetime!

We took a little trip to the most
out-oftime primetime lineup and
retromescals of 1972, and came back
with a 2.7 NIU rating!* TV Land Time
Warp beat all of the cable primetime
competition in reaching adults
and women 18-49 and 25-54.*

"A brilliant stroke of programming
genius!" exclaimed an enmy critic.**

12.6 million viewers* felt the same
groovy vibes, as they got their sneak
peek at TV Land on Nick at Nite.
People really dig TV Land!
Tangles for Warner’s WeB

By Michael Freeman

The WB network’s planned hybrid cable network, the WeB, is encountering negotiating difficulties with some of the WB affiliates that will serve as ad sales agents and local managers of the “fill-in” network. A major sticking point is how operating costs of the WeB will be split between the affiliates and the network. WB affiliates also are concerned about the amount of revenue that will be left over to split with the network after paying out a share of advertising sales to cable operators.

The WB is courting cable operators to provide channel space to the new WeB channel in the lower half (markets 101-211) of the U.S. The network’s cable initiative has upset stations in lower-100 markets because they are likely to be shut out of bidding for hit Warner syndicated shows such as Friends and ER.

Central to the WB business plan is the affiliates’ ability to negotiate cable-channel position. The WB, assuming that cable operators will provide channel space and surrender all advertising inventory, is telling affiliates to pay the cable operator 10 percent of gross ad sales if a VHF-band channel (1-13) is given to The WeB channel. The cable systems’ take of gross ad revenue drops to 7.5 percent if the station negotiates a less-desirable UHF-band (14 and above) channel position, according to WB affiliate sources who have seen the current version of the WeB contract.

An earlier draft of the WeB contract, obtained by Mediaweek, states that participating WB affiliates will be entitled to recoup operating costs of up to 25 percent of gross advertising sales for the local WeB channel. After affiliates get reimbursed for costs and cable operators get their take, the WB would recoup its costs—for trafficking hardware and software, satellite uplinks, maintenance and staffing—on a sliding scale of what is left of remaining gross revenue. According to the draft contract, the WB and affiliates would split whatever “net revenues” are left.

WB affiliates press for favorable comp to help launch cable net
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The WB is courting cable operators to provide channel space to the new WeB channel in the lower half (markets 101-211) of the U.S. The network’s cable initiative has upset stations in lower-100 markets because they are likely to be shut out of bidding for hit Warner syndicated shows such as Friends and ER.

Central to the WB business plan is the affiliates’ ability to negotiate cable-channel position. The WB, assuming that cable operators will provide channel space and surrender all advertising inventory, is telling affiliates to pay the cable operator 10 percent of gross ad sales if a VHF-band channel (1-13) is given to The WeB channel. The cable systems’ take of gross ad revenue drops to 7.5 percent if the station negotiates a less-desirable UHF-band (14 and above) channel position, according to WB affiliate sources who have seen the current version of the WeB contract.

An earlier draft of the WeB contract, obtained by Mediaweek, states that participating WB affiliates will be entitled to recoup operating costs of up to 25 percent of gross advertising sales for the local WeB channel. After affiliates get reimbursed for costs and cable operators get their take, the WB would recoup its costs—for trafficking hardware and software, satellite uplinks, maintenance and staffing—on a sliding scale of what is left of remaining gross revenue. According to the draft contract, the WB and affiliates would split whatever “net revenues” are left.

J. David Davis, news director at WPVI in Philadelphia since March 1990, has been promoted to vp/gm of the ABC-owned station in the country’s No. 4 market. Bart Feder, an assistant news director, is filling in as news director while a search is conducted for Davis’ successor.

A.H. Belo Corp. has made several management changes at the Dallas corporate office as well as at its Dallas (WFAA) and Sacramento, Calif., (KXTV) stations. Cathleen A. Creany, previously vp/general manager of WFAA, has been appointed to the new position of senior vp/television group for Belo’s broadcast division. Allan E. Howard, vp/gm of Belo’s KHOU in Houston since 1987, has been appointed vp/gm of ABC affiliate KXTV in Sacramento. Howard replaces Cathy Clements-Hill, who has been named vp/gm of ABC (continued on page 13)
It's no coincidence that many of the leading corporations in the world have invested in a relationship with the PGA TOUR. Why? Because in a nutshell, the PGA TOUR has helped these companies build their brands and drive their business. Essentially, marketing boils down to building a strong positioning and image, effectively reaching your target audience, stimulating trial and rewarding loyalty.

The PGA TOUR has become possibly the most highly regarded organization in all of sports. What separates the PGA TOUR from other sports is the positive image of its players and competitions. The integrity and sportsmanship of the players and the TOUR's commitment to charity, have given professional golf a unique position in sports. Linking with the PGA TOUR can elevate the prestige of your brand.

The Right Image

In evaluating any relationship, it is important to consider what impact the other party can have on your brand's equity.

The PGA TOUR has become possibly the most highly regarded organization in all of sports. What separates the PGA TOUR from other sports is the positive image of its players and competitions. The integrity and sportsmanship of the players and the TOUR's commitment to charity, have given professional golf a unique position in sports. Linking with the PGA TOUR can elevate the prestige of your brand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectator Research*</th>
<th>% Favorable Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Opinion PGA TOUR</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View Players as Role Models</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Enhances Community</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting Charitable Causes</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Irwin Research

In 1996, PGA TOUR tournaments contributed more than $35 million to charity. The cumulative contributions now exceed $300 million, benefiting thousands of organizations.

The Right Audience

The PGA TOUR reaches highly educated, affluent consumers and business decision makers. These consumers are heavy users of not only premium brands and services, but virtually all branded products—simply put, they buy more stuff. Also, they are more brand loyal and less likely to price shop or buy generic and bargain brands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile of Golf Television Viewers*</th>
<th>(Index vs. U.S. Average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upscale Demographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income                Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50k+                  140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100k+                 241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments $50k+      Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision Makers/Influencers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidents/CEO/VP       Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Graduate        142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heavy Purchasers of Branded Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own any credit/charge card index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have home equity loan    index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own PC                  index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own luxury car          index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own cellular phone      index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own computer software   index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel on airline       index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop at hardware store  index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use aftershave/cologne, etc. index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Mediamark Research Inc. (MRI)
Surprisingly Broad Reach

The PGA TOUR reaches a broad audience. In 1996, 126 events were contested in 87 markets, reaching virtually every major market in the United States. TOUR events received more than 600 hours of broadcast television by virtually every major television network and sports cable station. A Nielsen study indicated that in a 12-month period, 69% of U.S. households tuned into a PGA TOUR broadcast, with 25% of households viewing on at least 10 occasions. So, the PGA TOUR audience has both breadth and depth, providing tremendous flexibility for a company to tailor a media package to meet its needs.

Global In Scope

The PGA TOUR has become increasingly international in scope. The best players from throughout the world, currently 41 out of the top 50 in the Sony World Rankings, are members of the PGA TOUR, and even the other nine compete regularly in TOUR events. TOUR broadcasts are distributed to more than 250 million households in over 140 countries. Further, there are an increasing number of international events, such as the Presidents Cup and Andersen Consulting World Championship of Golf, with more to come. If the world is your market, the PGA TOUR can help you reach it.

Strong Platform for Future Growth

With the foundation of a rock solid image and a plenitude of young stars, the TOUR is strongly positioned for future growth. Golf should experience continued growth as baby boomers move into their peak golfing years. Beyond this, the impact of Tiger Woods and TOUR-planned initiatives will increase the diversity and scope of the golf audience.
Partnerships that Build Business

The PGA TOUR offers various opportunities for involvement, including title sponsorship of events, corporate licensee relationships and retail licenses. We have developed long-standing relationships with many of the elite companies in the world. Each of these opportunities can be tailored to maximize the impact of a company's involvement and meet its needs.

**Title Sponsorship**
A company/brand is the title sponsor and integral part of a TOUR event, such as the Buick Classic, Kemper Open or Shell Houston Open. Title sponsors receive a comprehensive, integrated marketing package. While the focal point is the week of the event, the company receives year-round benefits.

**Corporate Licensee**
A company/brand is an official PGA TOUR corporate partner with category exclusive rights, with the relationship often built around a centerpiece program, such as the IBM Scoring System. These relationships are year-round and custom tailored to meet each company's needs.

**Retail Licensee**
The PGA TOUR is in the early stages of its retail licensing program, with a clear focus on quality over quantity. A retail licensee can utilize the PGA TOUR marks to broaden its merchandise selection and increase sales with an association with the leading brand in golf.

**Benefits that Work**
The elements below provide only a partial list of the benefits the above relationships can deliver.

**Build Awareness**
Extensive national and international exposure and advertising opportunities across a variety of media vehicles such as:
- Live television programming
- Special television shows
- Print publications
- News coverage
- On-site signage/advertising

**Build Relationships**
Effective tools to build relationships with key customers/clients/prospects, such as:
- Pro-am positions
- VIP hospitality
- Tournament Players Club (TPC) membership
- Tickets

**Build trial/loyalty**
Sales, promotion and charitable tie-in opportunities to reach consumers directly such as:
- Michelob can promotion
- Bayer "Strokes against Strokes"
- Cadillac Days
- MasterCard "Best of the Best"

Here's What our Corporate Partners Have to Say

**Martin L. Walsh**
Marketing Services Manager
Cadillac Motor Car Division

"Our umbrella sponsorship of the Senior PGA TOUR provides an excellent opportunity to reach our target audience through national advertising on ESPN-tevised Cadillac Series events as well as the local level with Cadillac dealer promotions and on-site Cadillac displays."

**M. Anthony Burns**
President, Chairman, CEO
Ryder Systems Inc.

"We think our involvement in the Doral Ryder Open is one of—if not the best—dollars we spend on the company."

**John Clendenin**
Chairman and CEO
BellSouth

"BellSouth's sponsorship of a PGA TOUR event offers a unique marketing opportunity to strengthen our customer relationships...and also gives us an opportunity to contribute to, and strengthen, our community."

PGA TOUR Marketing
100 TPC Boulevard
Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida 32082
1 800 556 5400
TV Exec Sees Virtual Signs

Greenlaw wants to broker PVI's technology beyond sports telecasts

TELEVISION / By Michael Bürgi

Princeton Video Image, the New Jersey-based company that helped pioneer the nascent medium of virtual signage, or electronic billboarding, is looking to expand the technology beyond the sports world. Doug Greenlaw, a veteran television executive hired by PVI last week as president/CEO, says that the company plans to offer full-motion video and CD-quality audio. PVI hopes to use its L-VIS system not only for sponsor messages but also to insert programming enhancements into live broadcasts.

PVI—a privately held company with backing from Allen & Co. and Smith Barney—plans to meet with organizers of major television events, including the Grammy Awards, the Academy Awards and the Miss America pageant, about creating “virtual programming.” The additional digital content would be melded with live action, with the results seen only by the TV audience, not those attending the actual event. Greenlaw says he will be calling on programmers including George Lucas’ Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) to help create such programming.

PVI currently has an electronic-billboarding deal with Fox’s coverage of Major League Baseball, a local deal with the San Francisco Giants and an arrangement with ESPN for Western Athletic Conference college football telecasts. Greenlaw most recently was president of Multimedia Inc., the producer and syndicator of talk shows including Sally Jessy Raphael and Donahue. Greenlaw helped start up the educational network Channel One for Whittle Communications, so he has had experience with selling unorthodox media concepts to advertisers. Before his stint at Whittle, Greenlaw was the top ad sales executive for MTV Networks.

Greenlaw is quick to point out that while PVI is breaking new ground technologically, its application is couched in traditional media, making it an easier sell. “PVI is a new media company that fits into the context of traditional media, because what we do could be seen in the Super Bowl, the Academy Awards or any live event,” he says. “All these events have ratings to show who is watching. For the Miss America pageant, which has looked the same for years, we could add some really fun stuff.”

Yet too much of a good thing—even virtual programming—can sometimes be too much, Greenlaw concedes. “This technology can be intrusive if not used properly,” he says. “We’re not going to put the Nike swoop on Oscar.”

Seltel Splits Into 2 Divisions

SPOT TV / By Claude Brodesser

Seltel last week split its operations into two divisions in a move to serve client stations more effectively. The New York-based rep firm, owned by Katz Communications, appointed two executive vps to run the new Republic and Capitol divisions—Carl Mathis and Russell White, respectively.

The Capitol unit has four sales groups; Republic has three. Unlike the Katz management system, which divides client stations by market size, both new Seltel divisions have stations from markets of varying sizes.

The goal is to “provide better service and greater accountability,” said L. Donald Robinson, Seltel president. “Our clients [will] benefit from the increased attention…because we have fewer stations assigned to each group.” Seltel handles national spot sales for 139 stations with total annual ad billings of $575 million.

Marty Sokoler, general manager of KUPN-TV in Las Vegas, which has been repped by Seltel, said the reorganization may have long-range implications. “It may eventually allow dual representation in some markets—that’s the way the industry is heading,” Sokoler said. KUPN last week was sold by Channel 21 Inc. to Sinclair Broadcasting for $87 million. Sinclair’s other TV stations are represented by HRN; KUPN is expected to switch from Seltel to HRP.

Robinson said: “We aren’t soliciting [for dual rep]. We don’t want to run afoul of the law—this helps us be as separate as possible.”
Saban is bolstering its development division, promoting Cori Stern to director of program development and hiring two additional executives from Disney and Universal. Saban, the production arm of the Fox Kids Network, has 12 series on the air this season, with orders for at least 11 for ’97-98. The company also has more than 20 projects in development. Stern, who has been with Saban for more than a year, will oversee all children’s and family programming. She also will scout theater, stand-up comedy, publishing and software for ideas for TV shows. Joining the company is Kim Christianson as director, development, and John Luiso as manager, development. Christianson, who recently was a programming exec at Walt Disney Television Animation, will concentrate on animation. Luiso, who worked in Universal’s licensing and merchandising division, will oversee action-adventure properties targeted at boys and Saban’s production deal with Marvel.

Cinetel Productions is growing in all directions. The company, owned by the E.W. Scripps Co., has hired former CBS News president Eric Ober, who will begin the expansion by opening a production office in New York and launching an on-line programming arm. Ober, who becomes Cinetel’s president and CEO, will oversee both the New York and Knoxville, Tenn., production facilities. Ober also will actively seek international coproductions for the company, a large independent producer of cable TV programming. The executive will be returning to his professional beginnings in a way, having started his career as a “copy boy” at the Scripps-owned New York World Telegram and Sun.

The Nickelodeon exec responsible for shepherding the wildly popular Nicktoons shorts has signed an exclusive, long-term production deal with the cable powerhouse. Mary Harrington, vp and executive producer of production and development, will create TV and feature projects for Nick. The agreement also covers direct-to-video productions. Rugrats, Doug, The Ren & Stimpy Show, Hey Arnold and the upcoming Angry Beavers were created on Harrington’s watch at Nicktoons Animation. —T.L. Stanley

Sweeps Under Suspicion

Controversy over watch-and-win contests continues to cloud ratings

TV STATIONS / By Laureen Miles

Everybody wants something for nothing. Just witness the lines at stores that sell tickets to any of the state lotteries. Or watch the local nightly newscast on TV. During a sweeps month, depending on where you are, there’s a good chance you’ll run into a watch-and-win contest, which is the local TV equivalent of the Publishers’ Clearing House sweepstakes. If people spend 20 minutes peeling and pasting the correct stickers onto the corresponding boxes of their PCH entry, surely they’ll turn their TV to the right newscast for a chance at $1 million.

Problem is, it is quite rare for anyone to win $1 million (after all, the contest rules say up front that you can win a “chance” to win a million). The typical watch-and-win station will spend a couple hundred thousand dollars on the sweepstakes in the hopes of netting a ratings boost. But it costs more than a couple hundred thousand dollars to revamped a newscast or change the programs that lead into the news, so the station’s will generally offer nothing new or innovative in terms of programming. The contests are like heroin: a quick, relatively cheap fix that gives you that buzz.

Media buyers don’t buy this. They say that the contests skew the ratings. But stations keep using them, especially in smaller, non-metered markets. Nielsen Media Research has responded to buyers’ concerns by running notations identifying the stations that run contests during sweeps periods.

But station executives who favor the contests say they are nothing more than a form of promotion that has been around since the dawn of broadcasting.

In November 1996, 134 stations ran watch-and-win contests, down somewhat from the previous November’s total of 151. In 1996, the rating book with the fewest number of contests noted was February, with 101. The one with the most was May, with 234.

“It does have an impact competitively,” said Bruce Baker, vp/general manager of WSOC in Charlotte, N.C., a market in which all the major stations ran contests during this past November. “We don’t want to be in a position where our competition is doing it and we are not.”

In Orlando, Fla.—a market in which all the Big Three affiliates had been contesting regularly during sweeps periods—WCPX (CBS) and WESH (NBC) mustered the courage last November to drop their contests. General managers of both stations predicted a ratings shortfall as a result, and they were right, to a point. WESH’s ratings were off slightly, but WCPX’s were up slightly. And WFTV (ABC), which retained its contest, remained flat.

But for the money it costs to run such a contest, stations can actually improve their programming content. “We felt the money was better spent putting [it] into our news coverage,” said Brooke Spectorsky, general manager of WCPX, the market’s CBS affiliate.

Ironically, these two stations went to court over the contest. During the February 1996 sweeps, WCPX sued WESH because it was airing WCPX’s winning numbers. WCPX received an injunction against WESH, barring it from airing the number. And in the fall the two settled the lawsuit, though neither would disclose the settlement.
There are 4.9 million consumers in America who can appreciate dramatic insights.

Our readers are the most intelligent, affluent and influential in the country.

No wonder 50% of our advertisers are already national.

Call Dan Cohen, Senior V.P., Advertising, at 212-556-1493.

*Source: 1996 Fall MRI weekday/Sunday net readership
**CABLE TV**

**Jon Petrovich,** CNN executive vp, has handed over the reins of CNN's Headline News to Jack Womack, as he heads over to Turner's international side to become executive vp/managing director of Turner Broadcasting System Latin America. It's a new position that has Petrovich overseeing sales, marketing and distribution for all Latin America-based Turner programming. Turner has several networks in the region, including Cartoon Network and TNT, which collectively reach 14.1 million homes; CNNI, which reaches 6.4 million homes, and CNN en Español, which is projected to launch March 31 to some 3.7 million homes. Womack, who had overseen daily editorial operations since last June, was bumped up to senior vp of Headline News.

**The National Cable Television**

Cooperative, a collection of small cable operators totaling 7.5 million subscribers, has been husbly signing up new cable networks in recent weeks. Additions to the group, which binds together some 4,700 rural cable systems to negotiate for greater clout with programmers, include Sony Pictures Entertainment's Game Show Network, The Outdoor Channel (not to be confused with Cox/Times Mirror's Outdoor Life Channel) and Ovation.

**Basic cable network ad revenue**

Grew 24.1 percent to $4.28 billion in the 1995-96 broadcast year, according to data from Competitive Media Reporting, making it the fastest-growing of the top 10 media. The next fastest-growing media, according to the CMR data supplied by the Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau, was national newspapers, which grew 18.2 percent, followed by network television, which grew 17.9 percent.

**Pop the chewin' tobacco,** grab the remote and tell the missus to find another TV. For the first time in TV history, tractor pulls will drive their way onto prime-time cable, courtesy of The Nashville Network. As part of TNN's Motor Madness series on Friday nights, the National Tractor Pullers Association's Budweiser Dairyland Super Nationals in Tomah, Wis., will be telecast on June 27. —By Michael Birgi

Spectorsky thinks that the contests present a "confusing image." He explained, "We want people to watch us for our coverage, not for a contest."

A station's newscast is often its most important and most-watched local programming, so it is often where stations use contests to boost their ratings. But putting such contests - which sometimes are not just confusing but downright misleading - into a newscast can tarnish a news organization's credibility. Contests tend to evoke memories of the fixed game shows in the early days of television.

The way many of these contests work is that viewers are given a number, either by calling in for it, receiving in a direct mail piece or picking it up at a local retailer. When the station airs the viewer's number, he or she can call for the prize. Then the station gathers some of the winners and offers them a chance at a million dollars by drawing numbers out of a hat.

Some stations, when they promote contests with a million-dollar figure, don't even offer a chance at $1 million for any one viewer. If the winners were watching every single time the station broadcasted the winning numbers and called to claim his or her prize, only then would the station give away the money. Of course, this is all spelled out for viewers - if they take the time to read the fine print.

But it's not this kind of manipulation that has the media buying community up in arms about these contests. It's the fact that stations air during sweeps. Even as silly or reprehensible as those tabloid-like stories may be, viewers are at least tuning in for the program's content. "[The contests are] forced viewing. You have to be watching to win. It really is phony viewing," said Laura Silton, senior vp/director of local broadcast at McCann-Erickson.

It's not just the media buyers who deplore the practice of sweeps-time contests. Many station managers, who have chosen not to run contests, have spoken out against them as well. Gary Cozen, vp/general manager of KDKA in Pittsburgh, is one of them. Last spring, CBS, which owns KDKA, asked Nielsen to censure NBC affiliate WPXI for running a watch-and-win contest. Nielsen declined, instead noting the contest in the ratings book. "My sense is that most capable and professional media people [understand this is a] deceptive practice," said Cozen.

The solution, say those opposed to the practice, is simple - continuous monitoring of the ratings. Eliminate sweeps month by using continuous ratings year-round, and you eliminate the temptation to hype the ratings.

"We think it's a great idea. We're all for it," conceded Tom Lesch, vp/communications at Nielsen.

"The industry is not of a single mind on this," said John Hutchinson, vp/general manager of CBS affiliate WBTV in Charlotte, insisting that when contesting is used as one element of a promotion strategy, it can increase viewership outside of sweeps. "It's a way of getting marginal viewers into the tent, and some may stay," he said.

Although some might say that attracting viewers during sweeps at any cost is just part of the television business, buyers believe this type of promotion is different from the sensationistic "space-aliens-atte-my-dog" stories that stations air during sweeps. Even as silly or reprehensible as those tabloid-like stories may be, viewers are at least tuning in for the program's content. "[The contests are] forced viewing. You have to be watching to win. It really is phony viewing," said Laura Silton, senior vp/director of local broadcast at McCann-Erickson.

"It's not just the media buyers who deplore the practice of sweeps-time contests. Many station managers, who have chosen not to run contests, have spoken out against them as well. Gary Cozen, vp/general manager of KDKA in Pittsburgh, is one of them. Last spring, CBS, which owns KDKA, asked Nielsen to censure NBC affiliate WPXI for running a watch-and-win contest. Nielsen declined, instead noting the contest in the ratings book. "My sense is that most capable and professional media people [understand this is a] deceptive practice," said Cozen.

The solution, say those opposed to the practice, is simple - continuous monitoring of the ratings. Eliminate sweeps month by using continuous ratings year-round, and you eliminate the temptation to hype the ratings.

"We think it's a great idea. We're all for it," conceded Tom Lesch, vp/communications at Nielsen.

"The industry is not of a single mind on this," said John Hutchinson, vp/general manager of CBS affiliate WBTV in Charlotte, insisting that when contesting is used as one element of a promotion strategy, it can increase viewership outside of sweeps. "It's a way of getting marginal viewers into the tent, and some may stay," he said.

Although some might say that attracting viewers during sweeps at any cost is just part of the television business, buyers believe this type of promotion is different from the sensationistic "space-aliens-atte-my-dog" stories that stations air during sweeps. Even as silly or reprehensible as those tabloid-like stories may be, viewers are at least tuning in for the program's content. "[The contests are] forced viewing. You have to be watching to win. It really is phony viewing," said Laura Silton, senior vp/director of local broadcast at McCann-Erickson.

"It's not just the media buyers who deplore the practice of sweeps-time contests. Many station managers, who have chosen not to run contests, have spoken out against them as well. Gary Cozen, vp/general manager of KDKA in Pittsburgh, is one of them. Last spring, CBS, which owns KDKA, asked Nielsen to censure NBC affiliate WPXI for running a watch-and-win contest. Nielsen declined, instead noting the contest in the ratings book. "My sense is that most capable and professional media people [understand this is a] deceptive practice," said Cozen.

The solution, say those opposed to the practice, is simple - continuous monitoring of the ratings. Eliminate sweeps month by using continuous ratings year-round, and you eliminate the temptation to hype the ratings.

"We think it's a great idea. We're all for it," conceded Tom Lesch, vp/communications at Nielsen.

"The industry is not of a single mind on this," said John Hutchinson, vp/general manager of CBS affiliate WBTV in Charlotte, insisting that when contesting is used as one element of a promotion strategy, it can increase viewership outside of sweeps. "It's a way of getting marginal viewers into the tent, and some may stay," he said.

Although some might say that attracting viewers during sweeps at any cost is just part of the television business, buyers believe this type of promotion is different from the sensationistic "space-aliens-atte-my-dog" stories that stations air during sweeps. Even as silly or reprehensible as those tabloid-like stories may be, viewers are at least tuning in for the program's content. "[The contests are] forced viewing. You have to be watching to win. It really is phony viewing," said Laura Silton, senior vp/director of local broadcast at McCann-Erickson.

"It's not just the media buyers who deplore the practice of sweeps-time contests. Many station managers, who have chosen not to run contests, have spoken out against them as well. Gary Cozen, vp/general manager of KDKA in Pittsburgh, is one of them. Last spring, CBS, which owns KDKA, asked Nielsen to censure NBC affiliate WPXI for running a watch-and-win contest. Nielsen declined, instead noting the contest in the ratings book. "My sense is that most capable and professional media people [understand this is a] deceptive practice," said Cozen.

The solution, say those opposed to the practice, is simple - continuous monitoring of the ratings. Eliminate sweeps month by using continuous ratings year-round, and you eliminate the temptation to hype the ratings.

"We think it's a great idea. We're all for it," conceded Tom Lesch, vp/communications at Nielsen.

"The industry is not of a single mind on this," said John Hutchinson, vp/general manager of CBS affiliate WBTV in Charlotte, insisting that when contesting is used as one element of a promotion strategy, it can increase viewership outside of sweeps. "It's a way of getting marginal viewers into the tent, and some may stay," he said.
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Scott Kurnit, former Web whiz with Prodigy and MCI News Corp. Internet Ventures, thinks he has found a way to filter the information glut on the Internet and present targeted audiences to advertisers. The Mining Company, an Internet network set to launch in April, will sift through what’s out there on the Net and selectively divide that into 4,000 special-interest Web sites. Each site is designed to develop as its own community with one Mining Co. look. “You get the comfort of consistency,” said Kurnit. “Think of it as franchises.” Kurnit said he is hiring 4,000 individual Web site developers or “guides,” who will design pages that include custom-culled information from the Net, including chat, bulletin boards, events calendars and best-of picks. Partners include Alta Vista, NetGravitas and iChat; advertisers are Nabisco, IBM and AT&T. Kurnit is keeping start-up costs for the company down by paying the guides $250 per month or a slice of 30 percent of the company’s monthly ad revenues, based on site traffic. “The big lesson everyone’s learning is you can’t spend ahead of the revenue,” Kurnit adds. While the industry and Nielsen debate about continuous measurement and the cost of it, some national agencies—at the urging of the American Association of Advertising Agencies—have taken on the problem themselves by discounting the ratings of those running contests. John McSherry, senior partner/director of media research at BJK&E Media, said his research shows that lower-rated stations get more of a boost from contests. His calculations reveal that a discount between 7 percent and 22 percent, depending on the station’s size and how much promotion of the contests it does, is fair. Continuous monitoring is currently practical in metered markets, which are, in effect, measured all the time already. In smaller markets, the installation of meters or a continuous diary system comparable to the current system would be prohibitively expensive.

Watch-and-win contests are more of a problem in the smaller, non-metered markets because there is nothing to which the hyped ratings can be compared. In Pittsburgh, the problem didn’t become obvious until Nielsen began metering there, in May 1995. “You don’t know what the impact is unless you have overnight numbers outside of sweeps,” said Cozen. And present targeted audiences to advertisers. The Mining Company, an Internet network set to launch in April, will sift through what’s out there on the Net and selectively divide that into 4,000 special-interest Web sites. Each site is designed to develop as its own community with one Mining Co. look. “You get the comfort of consistency,” said Kurnit. “Think of it as franchises.” Kurnit said he is hiring 4,000 individual Web site developers or “guides,” who will design pages that include custom-culled information from the Net, including chat, bulletin boards, events calendars and best-of picks. Partners include Alta Vista, NetGravitas and iChat; advertisers are Nabisco, IBM and AT&T. Kurnit is keeping start-up costs for the company down by paying the guides $250 per month or a slice of 30 percent of the company’s monthly ad revenues, based on site traffic. “The big lesson everyone’s learning is you can’t spend ahead of the revenue,” Kurnit adds. While the industry and Nielsen debate about continuous measurement and the cost of it, some national agencies—at the urging of the American Association of Advertising Agencies—have taken on the problem themselves by discounting the ratings of those running contests. John McSherry, senior partner/director of media research at BJK&E Media, said his research shows that lower-rated stations get more of a boost from contests. His calculations reveal that a discount between 7 percent and 22 percent, depending on the station’s size and how much promotion of the contests it does, is fair.
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Watch-and-win contests are more of a problem in the smaller, non-metered markets because there is nothing to which the hyped ratings can be compared. In Pittsburgh, the problem didn’t become obvious until Nielsen began metering there, in May 1995. “You don’t know what the impact is unless you have overnight numbers outside of sweeps,” said Cozen.
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Watch-and-win contests are more of a problem in the smaller, non-metered markets because there is nothing to which the hyped ratings can be compared. In Pittsburgh, the problem didn’t become obvious until Nielsen began metering there, in May 1995. “You don’t know what the impact is unless you have overnight numbers outside of sweeps,” said Cozen.

While the industry and Nielsen debate about continuous measurement and the cost of it, some national agencies—at the urging of the American Association of Advertising Agencies—have taken on the problem themselves by discounting the ratings of those running contests. John McSherry, senior partner/director of media research at BJK&E Media, said his research shows that lower-rated stations get more of a boost from contests. His calculations reveal that a discount between 7 percent and 22 percent, depending on the station’s size and how much promotion of the contests it does, is fair.

Continuous monitoring is currently practical in metered markets, which are, in effect, measured all the time already. In smaller markets, the installation of meters or a continuous diary system comparable to the current system would be prohibitively expensive.

Watch-and-win contests are more of a problem in the smaller, non-metered markets because there is nothing to which the hyped ratings can be compared. In Pittsburgh, the problem didn’t become obvious until Nielsen began metering there, in May 1995. “You don’t know what the impact is unless you have overnight numbers outside of sweeps,” said Cozen.

While the industry and Nielsen debate about continuous measurement and the cost of it, some national agencies—at the urging of the American Association of Advertising Agencies—have taken on the problem themselves by discounting the ratings of those running contests. John McSherry, senior partner/director of media research at BJK&E Media, said his research shows that lower-rated stations get more of a boost from contests. His calculations reveal that a discount between 7 percent and 22 percent, depending on the station’s size and how much promotion of the contests it does, is fair.
There are 4.9 million consumers in America who can see more force in every word.

Our readers are the most intelligent, affluent and influential in the country.

No wonder 50% of our advertisers are already national.

Call Dan Cohen, Senior V.P., Advertising, at 212-536-1493.

*Source: 1999 MRI IBI weekday, Sunday net readership.
FORUM

With more afternoon newspapers folding every year, does the p.m. daily have much of a future in the U.S. media mix?

John Craig
Editor, ‘Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’

“There are a number of afternoon papers doing well. When they are in competition with morning dailies, they have a difficult time. It’s primarily a habit issue. Most of the places with successful afternoon dailies are smaller markets. There’s the Philadelphia Daily News and the San Francisco Examiner, but they both seem to be struggling with a shrinking market and decreasing revenue.”

Michael E. Waller
Publisher
‘The Hartford Courant’

“There must be a market for afternoon dailies because there are still, what, a thousand of them? The question is, is there an market for afternoon papers in an urban market? That situation is difficult, and it’s been difficult for many years. There are distribution problems; with traffic, it was tough to get the papers into the homes, so they started putting out incredibly early deadlines. When afternoon papers were terrifically strong, it was usually in a blue-collar area, where workers were getting home at 3:30 in the afternoon. Now we’re in a white-collar service economy, and the leading victim of that is the afternoon metropolitan daily. But the suburban market afternoon dailies are doing very well.”

Roger Kintzel
Publisher
‘Atlanta Journal and Constitution’

“The [afternoon] Atlanta Journal is moving along pretty well. We’ve got 120,000 circulation, which translates to about a quarter of a million readers. But every market is different. Atlanta has had two newspapers for a very long time, and the afternoon paper has a different editorial slant. It’s more conservative. So the afternoon daily is viable here, but I’ve seen it go [away] in many towns.”

Ryan McKibben
Publisher and CEO, ‘The Denver Post’

“You have to evaluate every market on an individual basis, but clearly morning newspapers line up better with the daily news cycle. I know the old theory of blue-collar-versus-white-collar economies, but I’m not even sure that’s alive anymore. Most news events, business events and sporting events occur between noon and 10:30 at night. Morning papers are better equipped to cover the news in a timely fashion. It’s just a function of the news cycle. And consumers have told us they’d rather have a paper in the morning than in the afternoon.”

Lee Guittar
Editor and Publisher
‘San Francisco Examiner’

“Most newspapers are still afternoon papers in smaller towns. In big cities, there’s no question that morning papers have taken the bigger share of the pie. In areas where you have a work climate where the day is staggered, like in Seattle—where much of the population works for Boeing and many people are at work at 6:30 in the morning and home by 3:30—people will probably be best satisfied by an afternoon paper. Detroit had a very strong afternoon paper for years—they bucked the trend of afternoon papers losing out in large markets. But since the car market has been at least partially phased out, there’s less interest in an afternoon daily. Certainly in larger cities, there’s a trend away from afternoon papers.”

Mediaweek welcomes letters to the editor. Address all correspondence to Editor, Mediaweek, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 or fax to 212-536-6594 or e-mail to mediaweek@aol.com. All letters are subject to editing.
Coverage ≠ Reach
Cume = Reach

1) Coverage measures potential audience.
2) Cume measures actual audience.
3) Nick has the highest cume.
4) Therefore, Nick reaches MORE KIDS!

Source: Nielsen Client Cume System, 10/28-96-11/24/96; 11/96 Coverage
(Nick, Fox, ABC, CBS: All kids' programming) ©1996 Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved.
The people who got Bill Clinton elected have now taken up the cause of Procter & Gamble’s Olestra.

It was on a date once with a Washington lobbyist that this reporter learned about the image problems with the fat-free oil, Olestra. Having praised his product over dinner, its taste-free taste, its color-free color, the lobbyist castigated the Food and Drug Administration for taking so long to approve the oil for consumer sale. “Why, it’s a wonderful product,” he whispered softly, “It will change how America eats. See, it’s fat that the body won’t absorb,” he added passionately.

“There’s just one problem with it,” he signed into the reporter’s ear. “Leakage.” That’s leakage as in the physiological effect of mineral oil.

Six years later, Procter & Gamble seems to have fixed the leak but apparently hasn’t been able to plug up all the problems with Olestra, or Olean, as it’s called on the labels of Pringles potato chips. The billion-dollar baby has become a billion-dollar headache. Just approved by the FDA last April, the oil has become the prime target of the Center for Science in the Public Interest, a highly respected advocacy organization in Washington. Now, if you’re P&G, who do you call, Ghostbusters?

No, P&G, with some half-dozen ad agencies, including Grey Advertising, and PR firms at its disposal, has hired itself a gang of gunslingers. The folks who sold the voters President Bill Clinton—Squier Knapp Ochs, and their in-house subsidiary, The Communications Company—have signed up to save Olestra.

If you think political consultants only package men in suits, think again. Squier Knapp Ochs and The Communications Company (CommCo for short) also signed on to help America Online, Ameritech, a controversial sugar grower in Florida, and other corporations that find themselves in a media mess. They package “Message,” as one member of the

WASHINGTON
Alicia Mundy

From Bubba to Fat-Free
Nick Broadcast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kids 2-11</th>
<th>DAYPART</th>
<th>NATIONAL RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* NICK PRIME</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX Sat. A.M.</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* NICK PREMIUM</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* SNICK</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX M-F Aft.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* NICK ROS</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DAYPART</th>
<th>NATIONAL RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC Sat. A.M.</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX M-F A.M.</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB Sat. A.M.</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS Sat. A.M.</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPN Sun.</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB M-F Aft.</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Nick Prime is the #1 kid daypart.
2) Nick also has the highest cume in kids' TV.
3) Therefore, Nick reaches MORE KIDS!

Source: NH, NTI 9/2/96-12/22/96; Nielsen Client Cume System, 10/28/96-11/24/96
(Nick, Fox, ABC, CBS: All kids' programming). Qualifications available upon request.

Note: Based on Nick Total Day and competitive kids' programming only. ©1997 Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved.
Below the Beltway...

For years, the most-read item in The Washington Post has been its gossip column, "Reliable Source." In its most recent incarnation, under writers Annie Groer and Ann Gerhart, the daily column has gotten snappy (and nasty). But there are still too few interesting Washingtonians to tweak, so they tend to write about the same people a lot. That, at least, is the premise of a new Web site, The Reliable Snore, that skewers "The Reliable Source," along with various other institutions in Washington. Calling the Source writers "The Groveling Annies," it presents the "Superficial Style Toteboard of Fluff." That's where Snore keeps a tally of references to various Washington celebrities and happenings as they are recycled in the Source. "Ever wonder how much emphasis there really is on delivering incredibly vacuous Reliable Sources of useless information in the Style section?" Snore writer Mary Shomon asks. Then she answers it: George (is he still here?) Stephanopolous is mentioned nine times in December alone, two times more than Princess Di.

Gerhart checked her computer and says that George only came up four times in December in her column. But she adds, "I like the Snore's automatic story maker—the phrase generator for generic Washington gossip—featured on the site. Someday when I don't have any news, maybe I'll follow her model and just make something up," Gerhart coughed. "But of course, I wouldn't do that. This IS The Washington Post."

A few weeks back, Mediaweek compared the top newspaper on Capitol Hill, veteran Roll Call, and its new competition, The Hill. The latter's been touting its circulation, saying it has higher numbers than Roll Call. Well, The Hill was recently audited by BPA International, which confirmed its circ at 21,093. The paper did what any smart outfit does to market itself—it tried to place an ad in one outlet that gets read by the right readers—Roll Call. Unfortunately, Roll Call declined to run the ad for The Hill, apparently deciding that the price of advertising the competition wasn't worth the addition to the bottom line.

Squier/CommCo group explained. "Message" is the key to salvaging products taking a savaging from the media, the government, the TV I-teams, federal agencies, consumer groups and competitors (think AT&T vs. Ameritech). It's the wave of the future, and Squier/CommCo is the Big Kahuna of surfers.

“Message” is the key to salvaging products taking a savaging from the media, the government, the TV I-teams, federal agencies, consumer groups and competitors (think AT&T vs. Ameritech). It's the wave of the future, and Squier/CommCo is the Big Kahuna of surfers.

"If this were on a can of dog food, would you feed it to your dog?" queried a voiceover. "Then why would you eat it yourself?"

How does it work? Well, as an example, take a lazy Sunday afternoon in 1995 when the Squier/CommCo folks were in their homes watching a Redskins football game. During a break, an ad popped up on TV. On the screen was the face of their client, sugar grower Alfie Fanjul, a wide black bar superimposed across his eyes like a criminal or porn star. A voice told viewers that Fanjul had made $64 million from American consumers by blocking cheaper sugar imports. And, the voice added, "He isn't even an American citizen."

A lobbying group, the sugar users, were trying to get federal import restrictions on sugar lifted. They targeted Fanjul as an example of outside influence. Meanwhile, back in Washington, the Squier folks had already abandoned their TV sets and were on their way into their Capitol Hill office. By 6 o'clock the next night, their response ad was running in the same markets the anti-Fanjul ad had run. It showed a bag of groceries, at the top of which was a TV set with the anti-Fanjul ad on the screen. A voice told viewers that lobbyists were trying to get federal laws changed so that foreign countries could dump sugar in America and destroy America's sugar production.

That was only the start. Lobbyists for the Coca-Cola Company, one of the sponsors of the attack ad, were also reminded of the hypocrisy of running a spot denigrating Fanjul's immigrant status when Coca-Cola's own chief executive is Cuban-born. Within two days, the anti-Fanjul spot was withdrawn from most of the markets where it had run. It showed a bag of groceries, at the top of which was a TV set with the anti-Fanjul ad on the screen. A voice told viewers that lobbyists were trying to get federal laws changed so that foreign countries could dump sugar in America and destroy America's sugar production.

Olestra has posed a much tougher battle. Last year Dr. Michael Jacobson, one of CSPI's directors, held a press conference to unveil a new commercial attacking Olestra. The clip showed a close-up of a can of dog food. As the can rotated, it revealed the contents, including Olean, and the possible side effects of that oil: loose stools, cramps.

"If this were on a can of dog food, would you feed it to your dog?" queried a voiceover. "Then why would..."
Nick = Kids

1) Nick now owns more than half of all Kids GRPs.
2) Nick also has the highest cume in Kids TV.
3) Therefore, Nick reaches MORE KIDS!

Source: NHI, NTI 9/2/96-12/22/96, NSS 9/2/96-12/15/96
Note: Based on Nick Total Day and competitive kids' programming only
*Source: Nielsen Client Cume System, 10/28/96-11/24/96 (Nick, Fox, ABC, CBS: All kids' programming)
Qualifications available upon request. ©1997 Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved.
you eat it yourself?" the voice asked.

During another press conference, in January this year, Jacobson revealed statistics about trots-stricken consumers with the headline “Pringles send Ohioans to emergency rooms.” Calling the test markets for Olean—Cedar Rapids, AuClaire and Columbus—the “diarrhea capitals of the world,” Jacobson reported hundreds of calls to a nationally publicized CSPI Hotline on Olestra. For added measure, he reminded reporters that his group had sent this data to the FDA and the Federal Trade Commission, asking both agencies to force P&G to change the labels on its Olean products, including Pringles.

Why the Communications Company and Squier Knapp Ochs? Because, one political consultant now engaged in similar corporate campaigns, said, “It’s a war out there. There’s not just 60 Minutes anymore. There’s Prime Time [Live] and Dateline, and every local news team facing sweeps week. And there are dozens of advocacy groups now, and they work Congress and the press and the federal agencies.”

No wonder the niche for this business has exploded in the past five years. That’s why Squier Knapp Ochs formed CommCo. “When a company that’s hired you gets attacked, it’s at several levels, just like a political candidate,” says a consultant, who would not speak for attribution. “That’s why political firms are geared up for this kind of image battle—we can do faster turnaround on ads, respond quicker, we know all the media markets, we know which interest groups have more power with the press, and we know the media.” Ironically, CSPI is also using a political strategy group for its campaign—Zimmerman and Markham of Santa Monica, Calif. And one of Bob Dole’s political consulting firms, Greg Stevens Co. in Washington, is also engaged in similar corporate battles.

Unlike PR firms, which try to get free media exposure, and ad agencies, which use paid media to build brands, political consultants, according to one of their brethren, “do paid media. We run message ads.” For one example, see the full-page ads AOL ran in national newspapers two weeks ago—shortly after hiring CommCo. Ameritech ads promising consumer service were up on the air two weeks after CommCo was hired in November. Political ad makers work fast.

How do the creative agencies view CommCo and the likes of political consultants doing crisis management? Many sources inside both teams say that “interloper” is probably the nicest thing the ad guys have to say about CommCo. In addition to CommCo, P&G keeps Porter Novelli, a lobbying/PR firm, on retainer in Washington. Tom Ochs, a Squier Knapp Ochs partner, states emphatically, “We do not do lobbying.”

According to news reports, P&G has spent millions protecting Olestra from the onslaught of CSPI. But then, Olestra represents billions to P&G and others. For instance, according to Jacobson, Pepsico has invested about $80 million along with P&G in a new Olestra facility being built in Cincinnati. Olestra’s future is not diet food. Think McDonald’s french fries or Nabisco cookies.

Now imagine what happens if CSPI succeeds in its initial goals: to change the labels on Pringles and Frito-Lays Max-brand chips so that Olean sits on the front of the package (now it’s on the back). And, worse, if the label warns not of possible side effects but says something like “commonly causes...” And what happens when you substitute the word “diarrhea” for “loose stools?” No wonder that Pepsico-Fritos and P&G want the labels softened even now to read of possible “laxative effects.”

Trouble is, CSPI has a pretty good rep, even among the jaded Washington media. And many Olestra users apparently have had unpleasant gastrointestinal experiences. Jacobson revealed statistics about trots-stricken consumers with the headline “Pringles send Ohioans to emergency rooms.” Calling the test markets for Olean—Cedar Rapids, AuClaire and Columbus—the “diarrhea capitals of the world,” Jacobson reported hundreds of calls to a nationally publicized CSPI Hotline on Olestra. For added measure, he reminded reporters that his group had sent this data to the FDA and the Federal Trade Commission, asking both agencies to force P&G to change the labels on its Olean products, including Pringles.

CSPI has a pretty good rep among D.C. media. And many Olestra users apparently have had unpleasant gastrointestinal experiences.
Do you really want to try to sell her hairspray?

She's not buying it. Period. So before she tells you what to do with your product, allow us. Advertise it on Juno, the advertiser-supported free e-mail service. We've signed up more than a million members in just eight months, making us one of the fastest growing media vehicles around. Juno targets your ads to match subscribers' interests and demographics, so you don't have to buy impressions you don't want. We can tell you exactly how many people you've reached and who they are, in more detail than any other medium, online or off. That makes us 100% targetable and measurable. What a radical idea.
Two marketing execs have made geometry a winning costar of the maturing net’s branding effort.

Dylan Gerber and Joe Passarella knew they were making progress toward the end of the sweeps season last May when several Nielsen families began sketching a circle, triangle and square instead of using the channel number to identify the shows they were watching. Success in the life of a new network is often measured in tiny increments, but this was a major coup for UPN, which is just now entering its third year on the air. The Nielsen families’ doodles meant that not only were audiences watching the network but in the most visceral way they also were connecting the logo (the circle, triangle and square that encase the U, P and N, respectively, which Gerber helped design) to the network’s shows.

"Way back when the powers that be decided to call this entity UPN, we knew it was going to be very tough to make that acronym mean anything," says Gerber, UPN senior vp of marketing and advertising. “The creation of the visual icons, these three shapes, became very important to us. We weren’t going to talk in words, but in a visual way with the icons.”

Just as the NBC peacock and the CBS eye have become so absorbed by the culture that those images can be used as a sort of shorthand to talk about those networks, the Nielsen-family sketches and in-house research convinced Gerber and Passarella (also senior vp of marketing and advertising) that the circle, triangle and square could become a significant element in the dialogue the network has with its audience.

The timing could not have been better, since the duo, who with their small staff shape UPN’s identity, wanted to transform the network from being an amorphous, loosely linked collection of shows to a clearly unified image in viewers’ minds.

“The first year or so of UPN’s existence was an experiment with a whole different smattering of program alternatives for different time periods,” says Passarella, who joined the network last March. “The circle, triangle, square was part of every effort that was conceived and generated for advertising and promotion, so people came to know it and it gained recognition with our viewers as UPN. But there still wasn’t an idea of what UPN was about. We needed to define in very solid terms what UPN was going to mean.”

The challenge was to marry the long-term desire to establish UPN as a network that would survive the coming and going of particular shows and at the same time drive viewer tune-in on a week-to-week basis. With the launch of the new prime-time season last fall, Gerber and Passarella introduced a concept—“back-to-back”—that has become the cornerstone of everything they do in refining the image of UPN. At its most basic, the underlying message to viewers is, come and stay awhile. If you like what you saw at 8 p.m., you’ll like what is being served up for the following 90 minutes.

“We wanted to really sell the audience on the notion that they could come for a whole evening of comedy on Monday, or action drama on Wednesday,” says Gerber, who spent more than a decade prior to joining UPN at Jacobs & Gerber, an advertising agency his father founded, primarily working for broadcast clients including CBS Entertainment and Paramount Domestic Television. “And ‘back-to-
As Avon moves into the year 2000, we’re aggressively increasing our advertising budget. Our 1996 campaign redefines Avon as a company—we’re a company about product and about women.

We’re boldly changing our public face—and magazines are an exciting place to do it. Today’s Avon Lady is not just the person who sells Avon—but every savvy woman who uses our product. Celebrity, athlete, fashion designer, 10-year-old girl—anyone can be an Avon customer.

To communicate the breadth and range of who our customers really are, we’re investing heavily in print. This campaign from N.W. Ayer was launched with an eight-page magazine insert. Now, timed for the Olympics, here’s Jackie Joyner-Kersee, the Olympics gold medalist—"Just another Avon Lady." The ad announces Avon’s official sponsorship of the 1996 U.S. Olympics team.

This year’s Olympics will celebrate women, which fits our corporate vision about women’s ability to break through barriers and achieve success. The ad is also very product-focused, showing a new version of our Skin-So-Soft moisturizing suncare.

Research tells us that this magazine campaign stops people. Makes them look, talk and listen. It embodies a lot of sustainable energy.

Expect to see many more exciting Avon Ladies to come. Magazines make things happen.
Cautiously aggressive. That’s how some television executives are characterizing Leslie Moonves’ startling move last week to cherry-pick ABC’s TGIF anchor, Family Matters, for CBS’ fall ’97 schedule.

It’s roughly a $37 million bet on the staying power of a popular, yet aging, show. But at least one network executive—at neither CBS nor ABC—figures that

The Backlot...

Ted Harbert’s recent exit from the top spot at ABC Entertainment made it easier for Moonves to make the move.

“Ted and Les are friends, and as much as Les wants to win—and he does want to win—I don’t think he would have done it if Ted were still there,” the network exec says. “But you have to give Les credit—it’s an ingenious play. In a stroke, he opens the door on Friday night. He brings an audience to CBS that hasn’t shown up in years. And with the right flow [of shows], he could grab a big chunk of the night in a single season.”

What Moonves’ move also does is heat up the battle for the family audience since ABC is not expected to give up its long dominance of Friday night without a fight. During the recent Television Critics Association tour, ABC Entertainment chief Jamie Tarses made it clear that she intends to pump new life into the network’s Friday-night lineup. Even without Family Matters, Tarses has many assets.

ABC’s freshman comedy Sabrina has surprised just about everyone with its strong performance. And Clueless, which faltered at first, has begun to gel in recent episodes, capturing the charm that made the movie such a hit.

In the end, Friday night will be a test of whose family shows matter most—to the viewers, that is.

On the television side of entertainment conglomerate Sony Pictures Entertainment, sources say no one is shedding tears over the exit of executive vp Dennis Miller, who left the company after John Calley was named president/coo in November. Clear winners in Calley’s restructurings are Jeff Sagansky and Jon Feltheimer.

After some years of frustrating near obscurity in the top layer of Sony management, Sagansky, recently named SPE copresident, will work alongside Calley on all Sony business. The key focus for the onetime CBS Entertainment chief will be to oversee most of Sony’s television operations. Feltheimer, whose title just changed to president of Columbia TriStar Television Group (the new name that replaces Sony Television Entertainment), has won an even larger role in strategic planning at the studio.

On the film side at Sony, Calley has given more clout to Bob Levin, the former architect of Walt Disney Co.’s movie marketing. Levin was just named president of SPE worldwide marketing. Part of Levin’s mandate is to make the Sony brand name work for the studio’s software (i.e., movies and television product), as effectively as it does for electronics hardware.

Color me imperfect: On March 8, Lifetime cable network will be honored by the Junior League of Los Angeles for its focus on women’s programming and women’s issues during the league’s “Evening Under the Stars: A Celebration of Women of Distinction.” Michele Lee, who served as writer, director, executive producer and star of Color Me Perfect, a Lifetime original movie, will host the black-tie event at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

To get attention, baskets of huge, star-shaped frosted sugar cookies were delivered to local press last week just as most of us went into week 4 of New Year’s resolution No. 2, “eating healthy.” Clearly, bran muffins would not have had the same allure, so in this case maybe a press release would have sufficed.
SMART COMPANIES ARE GIVING AWAY MILLIONS IN SOFTWARE. WHAT ARE THEY, STUPID?

Netscape gives away the #1 browser, Navigator. Sun gives away its hot new programming language, Java. Qualcomm gives away its popular e-mail package, Eudora. It's called Freeware. And it's the new dynamic in today's electronic marketplace. Where demand follows production. And market share is all. Keep up with the changing rules of business in the Internet Age. It's all in the pages of Forbes ASAP. For more details, contact tgramkow@forbes.com.

FORBES ASAP

Where technology gets down to business.
Twentieth Television and executive producer/creative director of broadcast services for the CBS Broadcast Group. "Malcolm & Eddie at 8:30 on Monday is a very strong companion piece to In the House. Sparks [& Sparks] and Goode [Behavior] make a good couplet. And on Tuesday, Moesha and Homeboys [in Outer Space] make a good couplet, though Homeboys is still searching to find an audience."

This spring, every piece of the image campaign will closely link the UPN logo and the network's talent roster to the idea of "back-to-back." From the outset, Gerber wanted a logo that could be highly interactive. "We wanted to be able to have it stepped on, rolled around in, fondled—we wanted it to be organic," he says. In a new round of promotion that is just hitting the air now, there is a sea of yellow circles, blue triangles and red squares that the talent swims in. Some shots feature three stars bouncing on pogo sticks—one with a circle, the other a triangle, and the last a square. Pop/rhythm & blues singer Brandy, the star of Moesha, dons a strapless gown that is accented with an embroidered ring of...you guessed it.

In other spots, a pizza is delivered to the square and the circle pops open to reveal a party going on. The latest twist is stunt-casting, with legendary sitcom stars like Ester Rolle and Artie Johnson popping out of the icons.

"The shapes are like the old Laugh-In portholes, where our stars can emerge out of any one of the shapes at any time with a topical message," says Gerber. He notes that the established networks have attempted similar promotion ploys. "CBS has tried talent tripping over the logo and throwing it like a Frisbee, but it's hard to be inside a paper-thin eye...or ride a peacock," he says. "ABC, with the box, is almost impossible. All you can really do is stand in front of it or roll it. We've just got an endless list."

UPN affiliates have embraced the logo-motion strategy. Many of the network's stations have co-opted the "back-to-back" theme to promote shows during the day and on the four nights that UPN does not program. The network is planning to add a fourth night of programming in the first quarter of 1998.

In Washington, D.C., UPN affiliate WDCA ran an hour block of Mad About You reruns in access. Not only did the station promote the hour as "back-to-back" Mad About You, it enlisted UPN's help in getting the stars of the Columbia TriStar show, Helen Hunt and Paul Reiser, to tape a "back-to-back" promo. Other UPN affiliates have linked daytime talk shows like Ricki and Montel, and some have employed the theme to promote back-to-back local news shows.

"Extending the promotion like that helps us in a couple of ways," says Passarella. "It keeps the presence of the network in front of people throughout the course of the whole broadcast day. For a network such as UPN that only programs prime time right now, that's very important. And it also takes the network into your home town and your local marketplace. With all this other programming that's being added into the mix, it extends the perception of the size of our network, and that's very important."

Gerber and Passarella are already at work on how to ratchet "back-to-back" up a notch for next fall. As NBC owns "Must See TV," UPN intends to keep a lock on "back-to-back," a phrase that has virtually disappeared from competitors' promotions. It is telling that UPN's toughest broadcast night is Tuesday, when The Burning Zone, a drama, follows an hour comedy block. Of course, the hardest nights of all right now are the four days (Thursday through Sunday) that the network is essentially dark.

"It's very hard for us to live through the other four nights," says Gerber. "We have to keep our eyes closed and fingers crossed that our affiliates are picking up the slack and keeping whatever momentum we've built on a Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday going so that we can ramp up into the next week."
Maybe you’re still wondering whether advertising on the Internet is a wild idea or a really smart thing to do.

Or maybe you’ve already figured it out. The Internet is exploding with fresh advertising opportunities for clients like yours. Maybe you’ve wondered where to start. GTE’s SuperPages Interactive Services is a leading nationwide interactive Yellow Pages, currently averaging more than 600,000 unique visitors per month. GTE’s SuperPages service makes it easy for customers to quickly locate businesses, products and services. And monitors site results with independent tracking and statistical reporting of banner ad impressions and click-throughs. To find out more about cost-effective Internet banner ads and display ads, extended listings, hotlinks and custom Web sites, call 1.800.428.8722 today. Or go a little wild and e-mail us at SuperAds@GTE.net.
What's in a Name?

If you think research is dry and boring, perhaps you just need to develop more of a sense of humor about it. Take that zany bunch at Meredith’s Ladies Home Journal, for example. They recently played a little joke on participants in a small-scale survey conducted in a suburban mall, according to a source who discussed the research project with LHJ publisher Michael Brownstein. To highlight a problem with the methodology employed by the big magazine research firms—MRI and Simmons—the LHJ crew deliberately sabotaged the logo-recognition portion of their survey, including in the shuffle of logo cards magazines that are long defunct or that never existed. The late, great Look magazine was included, as were two familiar-sounding, but quite fictitious, women’s service books—Wiser Woman and Women’s Circle. And, says U.S. News & World Report publisher and executive vp Thomas Evans, who heard about the prank from LHJ’s Brownstein, the bogus books garnered “substantial” response.

Unfortunately, the details of the stunt are not forthcoming. Meredith, apparently having lost its sense of humor about the survey, declined to discuss it. A spokesman for the Des Moines-based company says the data was intended for “internal use” only. But there’s no shortage of publishing types willing to put in their two cents’ worth on the always-voluble issue of syndicated research.

“Here’s a survey that generated readers for magazines that don’t exist,” fumes U.S. News’ Evans. The publisher claims that studies like the ones MRI conducts, which hinge somewhat on a nebulous logo-recognition factor, are not measuring actual readership. “They don’t say, ‘Tell me about one of the stories.’ There’s no burden of proof.

“This is not a silver bullet,” adds Evans of the Meredith research ploy. “I don’t know of anything better. I’m just tired of people thinking these are absolute numbers.”

“”This is just another example that the system we have isn’t doing a decent job,” says Stephen Blacker, Condé Nast vp for market research, who rarely misses a chance to take on MRI. “This clearly reflects respondent fatigue. This is an over-burdened survey, when you start asking about 250 magazines and assorted other media.”

MRI chairman Alain Tessier begs to differ, of course, noting the highly technical fallacy of the LHJ survey. “In research terms,” says Tessier, “if you ask a stupid question, you get a stupid answer.”

Tessier says that flash cards are only the first step in MRI surveys. Respondents are asked whether they have seen the magazine in question in the previous six months. An affirmative response is followed by questions about frequency of use, most recent use and “a whole battery of quality questions,” says Tessier.

“There is some amount of over-claiming and under-claiming in any survey. We try not to confuse things any further by asking bad questions.”

Bob Brink, executive vp of Hearst, tends to agree. “There’s always been a lot of name confusion,” Brink says, adding that books with “country” in their titles, for example, often get mixed up. “[The Meredith survey] is a cute little game, but it doesn’t prove much.”

MRI, responding to intense industry criticism, recently said it would increase its annual sample size from 20,000 to 30,000.

Lab fallout: Wiser Woman and Women’s Circle came up aces in the LHJ mall test
USA TODAY booked 67 ad pages per week.

Last week it was up to 101.

Was It Something We Said?

Could it have been words like, "Sure, we can do that"? If anyone remembers the exact phrase we used, please call now. Really, please.

Call Carolyn Vesper, Senior Vice President / Associate Publisher at (703) 276-5903.
Magazines

Must-Reads
A compendium of recent praiseworthy articles:

Neo-foreign correspondent William Vollmann's highly stylized account of bleak and violent days in Southeast Asia, “Holiday in Cambodia,” in the March Men's Journal.

John Anthony combines a garden story with an engaging profile of Britain's most celebrated landscape artist, the eccentric Lady Arabella Lennox-Boyd, in “Cultivating Lady,” in the Jan./Feb. Departures.

'97's Happy Anniversaries
Four Titles to Make The Most of Toasts

Publishing milestones are starting to pile up this year. Hearst's Sports Afield, the stalwart ode to traditional outdoor sports, turns 110 in 1997. Publisher and editor-in-chief Terry McDonell, who has been with the book for 3 1/2 years, is noting the anniversary with a special logo that will appear throughout the year—or until I get tired of it,” he says. The June/July issue will feature stories on the history of hunting and fishing and conservation efforts in the U.S. The October issue will include samples of great writing from past issues. The magazine, the country's oldest outdoor title, publishes 10 times per year.

Afield, which Hearst acquired in 1953, is enjoying a good run with advertisers and readers, says McDonell. The title's rate base was cut by 50,000 to 450,000 when Hearst slashed rate bases companywide in 1995. But Afield likely will raise its base back to 500,000 before the end of the year. McDonell says ad pages were up 22 percent this month over the February 1996 issue.

Elsewhere, Kiplinger's, the oldest player in the vital personal finance category, turns 50 this year. With its rate base of 1 million, the book (known as Changing Times: The Kiplinger Magazine until 1991) is second in the category only to Time Inc.'s booming Money.

Two books are turning 10 in 1997. Southern Progress' Cooking Light, the largest (circ 1.3 million) food magazine, evolved from a column of the same name in Southern Living. And Condé Nast Traveler, highly praised editorially but struggling to regain ad-page and circulation ground lost to archival Travel & Leisure, has been publishing under its "Truth in Travel" banner for a decade. The 825,000-circ magazine reports first-quarter ad-page gains of 6.5 percent.

60 SECONDS WITH...

Paige Rense
Editor, Architectural Digest

Q. This is your 27th year as editor. With Helen Gurley Brown stepping aside at 'Cosmopolitan,' that makes you and Ruth Whitney [editor of Glamour] the reigning Grand Dames of the magazine world. A. I never think in terms of all these years. To maintain your integrity, you have to be willing to resign at any given point if business decisions are made that would affect the magazine negatively. You have to have your hand on the door. Q. Even today, your hand is on the door? A. Absolutely. When we were auctioned [Conde Nast bought Architectural Digest from Knapp Communications in 1993], I had no idea who was going to be the lucky bidder. I was going to move to Montana and buy a ranch. I had already bought a horse. Q. The shelter category has exploded with new titles. How do you stay ahead of the curve? A. I try to make the magazine as interesting as possible. I don't think about the curve. Q. You have offices in New York and Los Angeles? A. Yes, I ricochet from coast to coast. Q. Where's home? A. That's an easy question for most people. Not me. My husband lives in Vermont, so that's my legal residence. But I really can only spend weekends there when I'm on the East Coast. Q. In April you will become a published novelist. A. It's still unreal to me. I keep thinking maybe [editor Doubleday] will change their minds and not do it. Q. What's it called? A. Manor House. That's the name of a magazine in the book. A shelter magazine. The editor's predecessor had been murdered, for reasons that have to do with the magazine and the world of decorating. Q. Art imitates life? A. I wouldn't call my book art. I hope it's something that you will have a good time reading on an airplane.

60 SECONDS WITH...
"I am on the Account side and took the course just to get an overview of Media. You’ve given me that and a lot more."

SANFORD FINK, ASSISTANT ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE, BATES USA - NEW YORK

"I really learned how agencies work... and how to communicate with them. Presentation Skills Day was great, too."

LISA COFFEY, ADVERTISING SALES USA TODAY - NEW YORK

"Great class. Lots of heavy information to absorb... presented in a fun and interesting manner."

MARIBETH BURKLEY, DIRECTOR OF CREATIVE SERVICES P3M - CALIFORNIA

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

AGENCY - Media Planners, Buyers, Media Directors, Account Executives, Account Managers...

CORPORATE - Advertising Directors, Media Managers, Marketing Directors, Brand Managers...

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES - Broadcast, Cable, Print, Out-of-Home, Point-of-Purchase, New Media...

ANYONE WHO NEEDS MORE KNOWLEDGE IN - terms, planning, buying, negotiation, media evaluation...

OUR TEACHERS

Our teachers paid their dues at agencies like J. Walter Thompson and DDB Needham. They translate media jargon into English and share their professionalism with you.

EXTRA-PRESENTATION SKILLS WORKSHOP

Add an optional third day and practice organizing and presenting a real media plan. We’ll help make you a star.

COST 2-DAY - $750 30-DAY ADVANCE REGISTRATION.

For more information: Call 610-649-0704; Fax 610-642-3615
Mail: Box 110, Ardmore, PA 19003; e-mail: mediasch@aol.com

THE MEDIA SCHOOL

A Division of MEDIAWEEK MAGAZINE

Please send me more information. I'm interested in:

- San Francisco, February 19, 20, 21*
- Chicago, February 27, 28
- Atlanta, March 3, 6, 7*
- Washington, D.C., March 13, 14
- New Orleans, March 20, 21*
- Los Angeles, March 24, 25
- St. Louis, May 7, 8
- Philadelphia, May 8, 9
- Houston, May 8, 9
- Boston, May 14, 15, 16*
- Cleveland, June 9, 10
- Charlotte, June 19, 20
- Los Angeles, June 24, 25, 26*
- New York, June 25, 26, 27*
- San Francisco, July 16, 17
- Baltimore, July 17, 18
- Houston, May 8, 9
- Minneapolis, July 24, 25

* Presentation Skills Workshop offered in this city

Name ________________________________
Company ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________________ State _______ Zip: _______
Telephone ( ) ________________________

Mail to: The Media School, Box 110, Ardmore, PA 19003

THE MEDIA SCHOOL

mediasch@aol.com
MOVERS

CABLE

The Weather Channel International has appointed Eduardo Ruiz president of The Weather Channel Latin America, LLC. Ruiz had been vp of affiliate ad sales for Latin America at GEMS International Television... Martine Charles has joined CNBC as manager of media relations. Charles comes to the cable channel from Foresight Communications in Chicago, where she had been director of special projects since 1994. Prior to that, she was vp of marketing and program development for Broadcast News Network... Tera Ryan has been named vp and senior executive producer of program development for CNN and Turner Original Productions. She also retains senior executive producer responsibilities for TBS Superstation’s TOPX magazine series. Most recently, Ryan had been executive producer for a TBS and CNN newsmagazine series.

AGENCIES

Citron Haligman Bedecarre has hired Stephen Calder as senior vp and media director. Calder had been senior vp and media director at Publicis/Bloom in New York... Mark Elnumur has been promoted to associate media director from media supervisor at DMB&B/Detroit. Elnumur joined the agency as a media supervisor in June 1996... Donn Carper has joined KSL Media of California as senior vp and general manager. Carper was most recently a partner in a video conferencing and satellite communications company.

(continued on page 40)

The Media Elite

BY MARK HUDIS AND ANYA SACHAROW

No-Bull Burns

Still wondering who Conrad Burns is and how he got to Washington? You’re not alone. Burns had been one of the better-kept secrets in the Senate, until his elevation last month to chairman of the Commerce Subcommittee on Communications (Mediaweek, Jan. 27). A good friend and ally of Commerce Committee Chairman Sen. John McCain, Burns is a Montana cowboy who knows bull when he smells it. Unlike the current crop of blow-dried lawyers (of both sexes) in the 105th Congress, Burns has a real history.

A former Marine and high school football coach, Burns got into the communications industry in the 1960s as a rep for Polled Hereford World magazine in Billings, Mont. (Polled herefords, by the way, do not constitute a voting bloc).

He has a broadcasting background, but not as one of those media moguls Washington loves to fete. As the first manager of the International Livestock Expo in 1968, he got involved with radio, working for the Billings Livestock Commission.

He became a reporter, doing farm and livestock reports and updates. Then he became a media mogul himself, of sorts, creating the Northern Ag Network in 1975 with four radio stations. When he sold out in 1986, his network served 31 stations across Montana and Wyoming (Infinity, eat your heart out).

Burns was a veritable star at the Montana Centennial Cattle Roundup in 1989, riding and roping. He is also an accomplished auctioneer (harkening back to his days in the stockyards, selling cattle). That makes him one of the hottest guests at Washington charity events, where he takes center stage selling off goods for worthy causes.

Burns was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1988. Before that, his first and only public office was Yellowstone County Commissioner in Yellowstone, Mont. He can still be counted on to look into zoning problems in Yellowstone County when they arise. —Alicia Mundy

Pippen’s Kind of Town, Chicago Is

With the increasing overlap between entertainment and sports, it should come as no surprise that Chicago Bulls forward Scottie Pippen has landed a recurring role on NBC’s Chicago Sons sitcom. In the Wednesday-night series about a band of wayward brothers, Pippen will play himself, although he will own the building that the brothers live in. Pippen will appear in two shows this season and is guaranteed a minimum of eight episodes next year, in what was described as a mid-six-figure deal. The Marketing Arm, Dallas, handles Pippen. —Terry Lefton

"Court" TV: NBA star Pippen (top) will play himself on NBC’s Chicago Sons, with (bottom, l. to r.) Jason Bateman, D.W. Moffett and David Krumholtz
The FIRST Marketing Computers SUMMIT,
ANA HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, MARCH 24-25, 1997

If you're involved in selling, advertising, publicizing, retailing or manufacturing high tech products and services, you really don't want to miss this marketing summit.

No canned demos. No pitches. No long speeches. Just the kind of tough-minded, freewheeling, inventive analysis and honest discussion you've come to expect from Marketing Computers. Plus the annual Icon Awards.

If you come, you'll help make history. If you don't, you might be history. To register, call Marketing Computers at 1-800-676-3387.
New ‘Post’ Editor Has the ‘Right’ Stuff

Liberals need not apply. The New York Post has already found a suitably conservative replacement editor for its notoriously controversial editorial page. Eric Breindel, who for the past decade led the Rupert Murdoch–owned tabloid in anti-abortion, anti-welfare and pro–Rudy Giuliani stances, last week handed the baton to insider–guy Scott McConnell, a veteran Post editorial writer. (Breindel has been bumped up to senior vp of News Corp.)

McConnell, 44 and a father of three, had been on an extended break from the daily grind, working on a book about the civil rights movement. He was about three months into a planned one-to-two–year leave of absence when opportunity came knocking. And with McConnell’s acceptance of it, conservative and liberal media watchers alike may be wondering how the editorial page may change.

“Eric is politically conservative, as am I,” says McConnell. “But I think that there are other things [like multiculturalism] that need to be looked at. Beltway conservatism seems in need of recharging its batteries.”

On McConnell’s first day on the job, he applauded the passage of an anti-gambling bill in New York, among other things. “I had started out in grad school thinking I’d write books,” says McConnell. “But other opportunities more compelling keep coming up.”

Is London Already Out of Style?

A s soon as the media over-hype a trend, chances are it’s on its way out. Last November, Newsweek proclaimed the reign of London. Next month, Vanity Fair endorses it. Reasons? The resurgence of the British economy, Brit pop, designer John Galliano and Eurostar (the channel train from London to Paris). And how could anyone forget British artist Damien Hirst, who seduced the art world by cutting a cow in half? The rainy cobblestone streets haven’t gotten this much attention since Time’s “swinging city” cover story on London 30 years ago. OK, maybe there was a week or two in the late ’70s, when punk rock exploded. But Covent Garden, Big Ben and Portobello Road have always been around. And the problem with traveling to the coolest city is exorbitant airfare and running into people just like yourself. —AS
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EASTERN

SERVICES & RESOURCES

Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3, 4 or 5 issues, depending on the month). New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the fourth Thursday of the current month for appearance in the following month. RATES: $39 per line monthly; $250 per half-inch display monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American Express accepted. Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 212-535-5315.

ADVERTISING AVAILS

Smart Quotes.
Smart Audience.
www.StockSmart.com
"...the top site for Stock Research" says Money Magazine
Represented by CyberBest - 415.289.5040
WWW.1131toCIKIrriart.com
Reach the Best Audience for your products/srvs.
http://www.amic.com, a Telmar Company

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

This PakTite is an X-Large Heavy-weight T-Shirt!
Compressed under 50 tons of pressure It's Full Size, truly it is!
Stock & custom shapes available:
• CD Case
• Hockey Pack
• Soda Can
• Credit Card
• Postcard
• Mini T-Shirt
• Mini Cereal Box
Great for GPV's, Tradeshow Giveaways and On-pack Promotions. Include coupons, catalogs and event schedules inside packages.
Call for more information about samples, mock ups & dimensional matters!

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

Positive Persuasion.
logos, brochures, campaigns for all media
Positive Studio Inc. 212.533.7160

NEW LEVELS OF EXCELLENCE IN CREATIVE RECRUITMENT
Worldwide placement services in:
• Art Direction
• Graphic Design
• Footage Design
• Multimedia
• Visual Merchandising
• Zone Design
and other areas essential to the creative process

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

Macintosh Experts.
We eat, sleep, and breathe Macs so you don’t have to.
• Full-service Mac consulting, troubleshooting, and support
• Network planning, installation and set-up
• Internet Connection Services

New York Computer Consulting Group
840 West End Ave, First Floor
New York, NY 10025
(212) 222-3658

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING/February, 1997
**EASTERN SERVICES & RESOURCES**

**COMPUTER SOFTWARE**

**ADMAN®**

It's Now In Windows... It's Now In Macintosh

Now, the most popular billing, accounting and financial management software improves its productive superiority. Over 1400 agencies have the DOS Version now. Move up to Adman Windows or run it on your Mac. -- For Advertising and PR agencies no system offers more.

Call 1-800-488-7544 for information and a demo disk.

**DESKTOP AMER107**

Authorized dealer - I provide sales, training & implementation.

250 West 57th Suite 820

**BROCHURES, etc.**

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

It's Now In Windows... It's Now In Macintosh

Need help?

Call Dianna at 800-618-1133 x8271

Poetry & Persuasion for Pennies.

**COMPUTER TRAINING**

1.800.7-ADWEEK

**COPYWRITING**

**COPY THAT SINGS**

for practically a song.

b-to-b, hi-tech, consumer (716) 229-4190

Copy – On Time, On Budget, Online

Articles, Newsletters, Speeches, Press Kits, Web Copy. Call 212-253-4270

Fresh Ideas. Crisp Copy. (212) 546-1945

Fetching Copy, AD DOG 1 800 9AD DOG

"CAN DO" COPYWRITER CAN DO FOR YOU


**COPYWRITING**

Need It Yesterday?

Call today for ads, dm, corp. videos, brochest.

Clients: Citibank, SNF, CBS, 914-265-4401

I WORK BETTER THAN PRAYER

Mascot, lotsy affordable copy/212-946-5420

THE COPY HOTLINE: (603) 795-COPY

Affordable expert copy from Top NYC Pro. Fast!!! E-mail: jeff@moore@connmerr.net


**DAMN GOOD WRITER**

Videos, brochures, speeches, ads, everything. Experienced. Strategic. Call (212) 691-1972

**PROMOTION WITH STYLE**

Ex-mag, mkting. dir. creates ads, presentations, media kits, advertorials and more! Concepts. Copy. Art. Liz Schick 212-228-0825

Are You Tired Of Being Misunderstood? I understand.

Ask IBM, NYSW, MCI, PBS, Sharp, Telluric

Ken Norkin, copywriter. 301-891-3614

Account Execs: Corporate copywriter/CD seeks strategic alliances. 914 478-5686.

**CLIO-WINNING COPYWRITERS.**

Fast. Furry or serious. No Wolly convolutions.

(202) 232-0300

ASK Avon, Avis, Bally Shoes, Bergdorf Goodman, Citibank, H. Stern Jewellers, Hostess, L.L.Us, Toys, M&M/Mars, Maybelline, Ralph Lauren, Prudential, Sony, U.S. Navy

ABOUT MY COPY. 203-454-4771

**CREATIVE SERVICES**

**DREAM TEAM**

Art/Copy, Hwy print, TV, radio, 914-356-8127

**DIRECT MARKETING**

DM Copywriter, Dianna Seay 310-377-3930

**ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS: ADWEEK Classified closes on wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.**

All copy and artwork must be in no later than WEDNESDAY. Copy received after Wednesday will be held and run in the next available issue. We appreciate your cooperation.

**USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE**

---

**COMPUTER TRAINING**

**Computer Graphics & Multi-media Training**

Beginner thru advanced
- 1-ON-1 OR SMALL GROUP
- SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE
- OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

**Desktop America**

250 West 57th • Suite 820
212 245 9391 ext. 444
Still afraid to recommend your clients to go on the web?

Still think there are no good agencies outside New York.

These days, websites are pretty much a necessity. We'll take you there.
Call us at 212-989-1128. Ext. 2. Before you become a relic.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
March Deadline
SERVICES & RESOURCES
Thursday
February 20
3:00 p.m.
All copy must be submitted in writing.

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

P.O.P. DISPLAY

PLASTICRAFTERS
DIVISION OF GEORGE PATTON ASSOCIATES INC.
AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR STOCK OR CUSTOM ACRYLIC DISPLAYS
Sign Frames • Brochure Racks • Poster Holders • Kiosks

IMPRINT HERE

• Custom sizes, designs and prototypes quickly fabricated!
• Silk screen logo imprinting available for increased brand recognition.
• Complete fulfillment (drop shipping, special packaging, etc.) offered.
Call 1-800-572-2194 for a free brochure!
EASTERN SERVICES & RESOURCES

PRINTING

OUT OF HOME LITHO
FULFILLMENT SERVICES
DEALER SHIP S

77" PRESS CAPACITY  SHORT AND LONG RUNS
TRANSIT SIGNS - BUS, SUBWAY, AIRPORT, TAXI  OUTDOOR & MALL POSTERS  BACKLIT
Compton & Sons, Inc.
Posters Since 1863
CENTRAL SHIPPING LOCATION, ST. LOUIS, MO - LOWEST COST
SAME-DAY QUOTING  800-325-1451  FAST TURNAROUND
Fax Art For Quick Quote (314) 991-4726

RADIO COMMERCEALS

Our Productions Sound Great
Until! You Hear Our Prices.
Then They Sound Unbelievable.
800/789-RADIO
Sounds Almost Too Good To Be True.

Good Spot. That's a good Spot.
Ad Dog 1 (800) 9AD DOG9

Radio creative or production

WHY NOT BE GREAT?

RADIO PRODUCTION

Cookie loves her Clios.
Wheeee! I'm naked!

Call for our radio demo. 213/969-9767•Fax: 213/969-9343
Sarley, Bigg & Bedder
Radio at its best

RADIO PRODUCTION

Chuck Thegze • Minister of Production
San Francisco (415) 924-6877 • Budapest (56) 1-47-08-60

TURN YOUR SCRIPTS INTO WORLD-CLASS RADIO.

Work with the world's hottest radio directors, sound designers, musicians and voice talent!
Fax or bring your scripts to our new, state-of-the-universe Hollywood recording studios.
And hear a world of difference.

RADIO PRODUCTION

IF YOU DON'T KNOW DICK ORKIN'S RADIO RANCH WILL ALSO CAST, DIRECT & PRODUCE RADIO SPOTS YOU'VE WRITTEN, THEN YOU DON'T KNOW DICK.

1140 N LA BREA AVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
PHONE: 213.462.4966
FAX: 213.856.4311
AD: DORANCH
CSERVE: DO CREATE
WWW.RADIO-RANCH.COM

RADIO PRODUCTION

Wieden & Kennedy.
Nike.
Coca-Cola.
Gallo.
The Pearlstein Group.
Hardee's.
Tillamook Cheese.
Lennox.
DDB Needham.
Pepsi.
Adidas.
503-224-9288.

RADIO PRODUCTION

Listening is hard work. So we make it easy.

Reach your ad community in
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

ADWEEK ONLINE.
YOU'LL NEVER BE HAPPY OFFLINE AGAIN
Visit our site at http://www.adweek.com
To order dial-up software call:
1 800-641-2030 or 212-536-5319.
Fax: 212-536-5310
or e-mail: adweek@adweek.com

Adweek Online.
First with news that lasts.
1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK
**positions wanted**

**senior-level marketing communications executive**

Senior-level integrated marketing communications executive, presently serving as a marketing communications executive, seeks a new challenging position in marketing communications and/or direct marketing. Key advisor to corporate management. Expertise in corporate image and identity, crisis management and product development. Track record of providing integrated marketing communications programs and highly effective business strategies, that resulted in significant positive results to the corporate bottom line.

Please call 212-726-2140

---

**office space**

**A stimulating and civilized environment...**


Reach your ad community in ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

---

**rates for employment and offers & opportunities**

**minimum:** 1 column x 1 inch for 1 week: $158.00, 1/2 inch increments: $79.00 week. Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off second insertion. Frequency, regional-combination, and national discounts available. Charge for ADWEEK box number: $30.00/week. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.
COPY DIRECTOR

Nationwide fashion retail chain is in hot pursuit of a Copy Director to lead the copy team and oversee all marketing communications for every facet of our business. Media includes print advertising, promotions, signage, press releases, media kits, internal communications, consumer communications (i.e. direct marketing to credit card members) and website.

Candidates must possess 10+ years writing experience. Supervisory and retail marketing experience preferred. Candidates should be able to express their passion for making ideas come to life, and the strategy to reach their targeted audience.


To apply, please fax resume to: ADWEEK Classified, Box 3552, Chicago, IL 60654

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Philadelphia

Bozell Worldwide has a challenging opportunity for an aggressive team player to join its East Taco Bell Field Group. This position requires a min. of 2 yrs. exp. at a traditional agency with a min. of 1 yr. AE exp. Must be computer literate, analytical and very strategic. Excellent written, verbal and presentation skills required. Fast-food/Retail exp. desired.

Please fax or mail resume to:
Bozell Worldwide
Attn: Jay Phily
535 S. Antoin Blvd., Suite #700
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Fax #714-708-2999
EOE/AA/M/F/D/V

GRAPHIC ARTIST

Immediate opening for a creative professional, who is versatile and detail oriented.

You are a flexible team player who thrives under pressure and easily juggles a hectic schedule. Qualified candidates should be proficient in presentation & concept development and IBM computer graphics, with 2 to 5 years experience. Please fax resume with salary requirements to:
International Flavors & Fragrances
Attn: Human Resources
212-708-7119
No calls please!

HELp WANTED

ASSISTANT MARKETING MANAGER

Expanding specialty catalog company seeks detail-oriented marketer to help manage catalog and Website development. Req. incl. working with creative agency & Web vendors, editing copy, managing print production & design shop. Qualified applicants should be comfortable self-starters w/ at least 3 yrs. exp., with 1 yr. catalog experience prefr., possess good computer and analytical skills, plus be Web-sawy. Send resume w/salary history to:
faber@webexpert.net
or fax 201-539-1273
or mail to:
Audio Book Club
Attn: Jesse Faber
PO Box 2316
Morristown, NJ 07962-2316

Traffic Coordinator

Replacing a Traffic Director in our fast-paced cable network, the Traffic Coordinator will be responsible for assuring smooth running of the broadcast schedule. Requires strong management skills and ability to process and research a large volume of information in a fast-paced environment. Familiarity with Radio and TV scheduling is not vital, although it’s helpful. We’re looking for a highly motivated individual who prefers systems-oriented work to the “big agency” politics, “big city” traffic and congestion. Like spending your weekends on the beach, fishing or golfing? Perhaps we’re the opportunity you’ve been waiting for.

ATM Communications, Inc.

ỏn or before Feb, 28
Phone number please.
EOE

ATTN: Marla Rivera
Box 00403
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

TWO GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

Adweek Magazines is seeking a Promotion Art Director and Junior Designer in their Marketing Services Department. Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent opportunities for high visibility, varied work - promotion pieces, brochures, ads, presentations, advertising sections. Real talent a must. Please send resume and three non-returnable samples (xerox copies, ok) to:
ADWEEK Classified, Box 3932
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.
New York, NY 10036

REGIONAL ADVERTISING MANAGER

Northeast

Leading magazine with high growth rate and strong client base is looking for a dynamic, independent and ambitious ad salesperson. Ideal candidate has college degree, solid print media sales and agency sales record. Home office situation possible. Excellent compensation package. Be part of a winning team. Send resume to ADWEEK Classified, Box 3932, 1515 Broadway, 12th fl., New York, NY 10036.
EXCEPTIONAL DIRECT RESPONSE OPPORTUNITIES

Jump-Start your career at one of the fastest-growing direct marketing agencies in the country.

Grey Direct is expanding and we need experienced, highly motivated direct response professionals to join our first-class account services team. Our clients are category leaders in banking, high-tech, telecommunications, financial services, automotive and pharmaceuticals.

ACCOUNT SUPERVISORS
Do you have the desire and experience to run a business? The candidates we seek have at least six years direct agency experience and demonstrated leadership abilities. You must also be a strategic thinker with superior communication and presentation skills. Experience in financial services, health-care, business to business is a plus. Knowledge of database marketing applications is highly desirable. Positions in New York. POSITION CODE: GDAS1

SENIOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Are you an energetic self-starter who's looking for the next level of challenge and opportunity? We are seeking candidates with a strong desire to develop professionally. You must be highly organized with excellent written and oral communication skills, solid day-to-day client management experience and at least 4 years experience in a direct agency. Positions in New York. POSITION CODE: GDSAE1

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Looking for a place to prove yourself and grow in the direct response business? We'd like to meet you if you think you can handle a multifaceted position that demands heavy day-to-day client contact, program development and budget management. Ideally you will possess 2+ years direct agency experience, strong high-tech skills and above average verbal and written communication skills. Positions in New York and Seattle. POSITION CODE: GDAE

Grey Direct is a subsidiary of Grey Advertising and offers excellent benefits, competitive salaries and—if you have what it takes—tremendous opportunity for advancement.

Please send resume and cover letter (indicate position code) along with salary requirements to:

Ms. Emilie Schaum
GREY DIRECT
875 Third Avenue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10022
212 303-2300
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT WWW.GREYDIRECT.COM

WE KILL FOR GREAT TALENT

Don't make us come get you.

POPPETYSON INTERACTIVE
This dynamic and leading interactive company has challenging opportunities for highly motivated and unique individuals. We are looking for strategic thinkers, strong team players, and self-starters.

Account Services
ASSISTANT ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Qualified candidates will be self-starters with strong organizational skills to assist the account team with interactive projects. Individual will have client contact and will help coordinate day-to-day activities on accounts. Must possess strong communication skills. Exposure to interactive media a plus.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Seeking individuals who are highly motivated and dedicated team players to work in a dynamic and fast-paced environment. Qualified candidates must have project management and client service experience. Strong writing and presentation skills a must. Internet/WWW experience ideal.

ACCOUNT MANAGER
Seeking seasoned individuals with at least 4 years experience in either account services or marketing with an emphasis on interactive media. Must have project management experience. Responsibilities include managing account team, budgets, proposals and strategic plans. Strong writing, presentation and managerial skills a must.

Creative Services
GROUP CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Candidates must have 4 years advertising agency or design firm experience. Qualified individual will provide creative vision and strategic concepts for major interactive projects. Responsible for group budgets and resource allocation. Proven conceptual and visual skills as well as solid strategic orientation required. Strong presentation and managerial skills a must.

ART DIRECTOR
Individuals must have at least 3 years experience in an agency or design firm with emphasis on interactive media. Person will partner with Copywriters to provide creative lead on projects. Will oversee Associate Art Directors and Designers.

ASSOCIATE ART DIRECTOR
Seeking candidates with 2 years experience in agency or design firm with exposure to interactive media. Will work closely with Designers in fulfilling project goals. Ability to contribute in creative group environment.

DESIGNER
Qualified individuals will have at least 1 year experience in agency or design firm preferably with interactive media. Person will partner with Art Directors to provide creative vision and strategic plan for major interactive projects. Responsible for group budgets and resource allocation. Proven conceptual and visual skills as well as strong strategic orientation required. Strong presentation and managerial skills a must.

COPYWRITER
Seeking Copywriter with 1-3 years agency experience to write persuasive copy in a variety of tones and styles. Person will partner with Art Directors to provide creative lead on projects. Ability to think strategically a plus. Knowledge of interactive media preferred.

POPPETYSON
40 West 23rd Street - 5th Floor, New York, NY 10010
Attn: Human Resources Department
Fax #: (212) 367-4045

SALES PROFESSIONAL NEEDED
Leading trade magazine company has a sales position open. 1-2 years selling experience; an understanding of consumer magazines and cable a plus. Creative thinker, great presenter, hard worker and proven go-getter all required. Pkg. of salary & comm & benefits. Send resume & sal. history:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3863, 1515 Broadway, 12th fl., NY, NY 10036
HELP WANTED

MISSING YOU!!

We are having fun and you are invited to join us. Your destination will be at a Midtown International Agency with an existing client roster and a high energy, friendly atmosphere. Be sure to pack your experience, skills, talent, and enthusiasm. We are looking for the following adventurers:

New Business Development Mgr.
(Account/Marketing experience)

Account Executive - sports (retail experience)

Account Coordinator - image package, package goods (Career Opportunity)

If you are interested in growing and joining the fun, mail or fax your resume to:

Publicis/Bloom
304 E. 45th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
Attn: Human Resources
Fax 212-949-0499

Salary requirements MUST be included with your resume.

P.S. Media opportunities also available.

VP CREATIVE SERVICES
We want you to take charge of our creative department!
If you're a CD or assistant CD, with the unbridled desire to lead an enthusiastic creative team to new heights, then this may be the opportunity to show the world what you can really do.
G&L Group is a top 20 South Florida ad agency, skilled in Integrated Marketing Communications, with a successful Interactive Marketing subsidiary and account service, new business, and management teams that are second to none.
We are looking for an enthusiastic, hands-on, creative genius to take us to the next level, working on and pitching local, regional, and national accounts.
Fax resume to Jim Lobel, CEO at 954-772-4209.

G&L GROUP
ADVERTISING & MARKETING SOLUTIONS

SENIOR COPYWRITER
Top Atlanta ad agency seeks experienced copywriter with well-rounded portfolio. National accounts, print and broadcast.
Fax resume to Marjorie Gippert at Adair Greene (404) 351-1495.

FILM & TV JOBS
Entry level to senior level professional jobs in entertainment nationwide (cable & TV networks, film/TV studios, TV stations, etc.) $xmo. For Info., Entertainment Employment Journal: (800) 335-4335 or (818) 901-6330

CAREER SURFING?
www.rga-joblink.com
Roz Goldfarb Associates
(212) 475-0099

HISPANIC MARKETING
Soho Hispanic marketing agency seeks motivated, entrepreneurial type to assist with our growth, and potentially become an agency partner. Build your success turning your contacts into new clients, and get attractively rewarded. Fax letter and resume: 718-369-4438.

SENIOR ART DIRECTOR
Top Atlanta ad agency seeks experienced art director with well-rounded portfolio. National accounts, print and broadcast.
Fax resume to Marjorie Gippert at Adair Greene (404) 351-1495.

DAY-TIMERS
It could be your time to succeed with Day-Timer Concepts, Inc., the leader in business organizers/planners and time management tools. We are seeking a Promotions Manager to work at our corporate headquarters located 4 miles west of Allentown, PA.

PROMOTIONS MANAGER
Responsibilities include: promotional marketing and communication activities that emphasize the price/value relationship of Day-Timer products in various reseller target markets. Other duties include planning, preparing and implementing overall brand promotional strategy; managing the overall promotion budget; assisting in the development of specs for point of sales displays; and identity, implement and evaluate promotional displays.

Qualified candidates should have strong communication, creative and analytical skills as well as a working knowledge of consumer trade and sales force promotional experience activities. Five years retail, office supply and superstore promotional experience required. Knowledge of merchandising and visual displays.

This position offers excellent benefits including 401(e) and profit sharing programs. Please forward your resume and salary requirements to: Day-Timer Concepts, Inc., M. P. Hausman, 1 Willow Lane, East Texas, PA 18046. EOE M/F/D/V.

Classified Advertising Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK
HELP WANTED

Advertising & Direct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Account Service</td>
<td>To 150K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Managers</td>
<td>To 65K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Directors</td>
<td>To 160K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Directors</td>
<td>To 120K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agency experience

Public Relations

High Tech Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP's</td>
<td>To 140K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Supervisor</td>
<td>To 90K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Executive</td>
<td>To 65K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAE with 1 yr. exp.</td>
<td>To 30K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supervisor, Send replies to: J. Detwiler, FGI, 206 W. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 27516. No phone calls.

Senior Art Director

FGI, a leading strategic marketing and advertising communications firm, is looking for an exceptional senior advertising art director. Position requires strong conceptual thinking with superior talents in advertising and design. Candidate must have 7-10 years experience, complete Mac fluency, and great work. Must be a good presenter. Client contact experience mandatory. Send letter, resume and 5 non-returnable samples to: J. Detwiler, FGI, 206 W. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 27516. No phone calls. FGI is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

CREATIVE DESIGNER

Award winning Annapolis, Md. agency with national clientele looking for hands-on creative designer with 5 years experience. Position requires thorough knowledge of Macs and related software. Design experience with blue chip service institutions a plus, but out-of-the-box creative must be a top priority. Fax resumes and salary requirements to 301-261-1529

ACCOUNT SUPERVISOR

Great growth opportunity. Small NYC agency. 3+ years package goods exp. $40-$50M plus bonus. Send resumes to: Account Supervisor, 244 Madison Avenue, Box 237, New York, NY 10016

ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

BICYCLING MAGAZINE

The world's #1 cycling magazine, BICYCLING Magazine is seeking a creative, energetic, enthusiastic Advertising Director in our Emmaus, PA office. The ideal candidate will have a college degree, several years of advertising sales experience including sales management. Marketing experience will make you an even more desirable candidate. Comfort with Ad budgeting and Computer literacy is important.

Rodale Press offers a pleasant employee-oriented working environment, competitive salaries, on-site fitness, day care, educational assistance, a comprehensive benefits package which includes a 401(k). Send your resume in confidence including salary requirements and a few paragraphs on why you are the best match for this job to:

Human Resources Dept. (A-ADBM)
RODALE PRESS, INC.
33 E. Minor Street, Emmaus, PA 18098
E.O.E.

DIRECTOR of MARKETING

Are you looking for a small, fast-growth entrepreneurial and innovative company? Designated as a "growth 100" leading high potential company by the Indiana University School of Business, our company's expansion has provided a need for Director of Marketing, who parallels the spirit of our organization. Your talents and contributions are needed to fuel continued growth by creating innovative marketing programs and promotions while leading an energetic group of marketing personnel.

To do this, you will need 10+ years of consumer packaged goods marketing and management experience with a proven track record of success. An MBA is preferred, but not required. Fluent in Windows and Lotus required. Basic college chemistry is a plus.

ETS offers equity as an ESOP company and provides an excellent range of benefits. Please send your resume and salary history to:

Human Resource Director
Environmental Test Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 4659, Elk hart, Indiana 46514-0659

Prudential is America's largest insurance company and a world leader in financial services. Currently, our fast growing in-house ad agency has the following opportunities available in NEWARK, NJ.

Expense Analyst

You will be responsible for designing and maintaining an expense tracking system for the Marketing, Communications, and Advertising Group; preparing cost-benefit analysis; overseeing the maintenance of an invoice tracking system; developing policies and procedures for expense record keeping; preparing reports and presentations to senior management on expenses and providing financial support (budgeting, reporting and analysis). To qualify, you must have experience in financial reporting and analysis. Strong quantitative and research skills are required. You must have strong PC skills including familiarity with Excel and Access, and the ability to work independently and handle multiple tasks. Dept NPR0076AW

Account Executive

Financial Services

We're seeking a high energy marketing person with depth of knowledge about financial products and services. The ideal candidate has 3-5 years experience as an account executive at a major ad agency working with a blue chip financial services client. Dept NPR0077AW

Marketing Writers

We're seeking a couple of energetic writers to produce crisp, high content marketing and advertising materials, including print ads, direct mail, collateral and employee communications. Dept NPR0078AW

Technical Support Supervisor

We're seeking a systems support individual with a strong graphic arts background. You must be an experienced troubleshooter, able to run and service equipment, solve network log jams, archive work, and be fluent in both Macintosh and PC protocols. A college degree in computer science or management, or equivalent pre/press/printing operations related is preferred. Dept NPR0079AW

Prudential offers very competitive starting salaries commensurate with experience, a comprehensive benefits package, and opportunities for advancement. For immediate consideration, please send a scannable (clean, clear, no graphics and unfolded) copy of your resume, indicating position desired by including the appropriate department code listed above, with salary requirements to: Box BHA5879, 437 Madison Avenue, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10022; Fax (201) 367-8024. (Only those resumes which include the appropriate department code will be considered.)

Prudential
We are an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and are Committed to Diversity in Our Work Force.
HELP WANTED

MEDIA WONDERS!
If you possess:
- A minimum of five (5) years Media Planning and/or buying experience in the General or Hispanic Market
- Strong Spanish-language skills and supervisory skills
- Excellent presentation and communication skills
- Experience with various media platforms such as MM+, CORE Media or related programs
- The need to be challenged and the desire to make an impact in one of the fastest growing markets of the US...

And you want:
- To work with blue-chip clients
- To continuously grow and have advancement opportunities
- To stroll along a famous river...on your lunchbreak...

We'd like to talk to you!

Send your resume to Attn: Human Resources,
SabanA, 321 Alamo Plaza, Ste. 300, San Antonio, TX 78205. EOE
Fax: (210) 244-2400  Ph: (210) 244-2300

Sosa, Bromley, Aguilar,
Noble & Associates

Package Designers:
Fisher Design is an internationally recognized design firm specializing in package design graphics and strategy. We work for global marketers on a broad range of diversified consumer product categories and we’re growing.
We need talented packaging designers. Candidates should have 3-5 years of professional experience in package design and brand identity. Applicants must be extremely creative, with excellent conceptual, analytical, and communication skills. Project management experience in a team situation is a plus. Macintosh/Illustrator capabilities are required.
This is a career opportunity to join an exciting, dynamic and innovative firm. Send or fax resumes in confidence to:
Richard W. Deardorff, Creative Director
Fisher Design
2261 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
513. 221. 0464 Fax

DRTV AGENCY SEEKS MEDIA BUYER
WHO THINKS LIKE AN ACCOUNT EXEC.
International DRTV agency seeks multi-talented media buyer who works well with clients. Min/5 yrs. experience.
DRTV planning, buying, media analysis, client contact.
Fax resume to 212-226-0974 or e-mail media@go-direct.com

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Works NY (a small but fast growing company) is seeking a dynamic and talented individual who will be responsible for developing and implementing a marketing plan, maintaining existing accounts and developing new business. A minimum of 2 years sales experience is required, along with a team oriented attitude, the ability to work in a fast paced environment and excellent customer service skills. Mail resume with cover letter and salary information to:

Susan Howard
23 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10003
Fax: 212-777-0974

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE/SUPERHERO
Yeah, we’re ready to admit we need help. Small, fast-paced full-service advertising agency located in rockin’ SOHO seeks an account executive with 2+ years experience to manage diverse fashion accounts that are production intensive. Must be MAC literate, detail-oriented and highly organized.
We are very nice people. We even offer the bottomless cup of coffee! Please fax resume and salary requirements to:

Sandy at: 212-353-8464

Reach your ad community in ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Looking for a challenging opportunity in the media field? Enjoy working with creative teams? Now is your chance!

LOOKING for a strong, driven, salesperson to join our team.

Send resume to Adweek Classified, Box 3948
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.
New York, NY 10036

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Leading monthly travel publication seeks an accomplished travel magazine professional with 5+ years’ selling &/or managing exp. Requires 30-35% national travel. Refer to CODE AD.

REGIONAL ACCOUNTS MANAGER
Energetic sales pro sought to cover East Coast sales territory. Must have strong sales skills and 1-2 years outside sales experience, preferably in high tech publishing field. Minimal travel required. Refer to CODE RA.

We offer attractive salaries with excellent benefits. Mail or fax resume with cover letter which MUST INCLUDE SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO:
Sky Box #232 - (Insert Code), 235 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003; Fax: 212-279-3165.

Equal Opportunity Employer.

LORD OF THE COPY JUNGLE
Leading pet products manufacturer seeks creative writer for packaging, ad and brochure copy. Must be highly conceptual, versatile and a team player. Flexible hours; competitive pay. Please send resume and two samples of recent work to ADWEEK Classified, Box 3948
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.
New York, NY 10036

Reach your ad community in ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

NETWORK RADIO SALES PLANNING
Westwood One Entertainment seeks Network Radio Sales Planner. Ideal candidate will have a minimum of 2 years media experience and will be organized, resourceful, and able to function effectively in a deadline oriented environment. Computer literacy a must. Lotus 1-2-3 preferred. Media planning experience a plus.
Send resume and cover letter to:
Sandy at: 212-353-8464

Classified Advertising Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

* * * USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE * * *
HELP WANTED

The Smart Way
To Succeed.

AdSmart is a leading provider of innovative, comprehensive on-line advertising tools and services. We enable companies to capitalize on the Internet as a mainstream advertising medium and make it possible for ambitious professionals like you to maximize your talents and potential in our fast-paced, supportive environment. The 'Net is the new way to go for advertisers, making AdSmart the place the smart professionals come. Join us.

VP OF SALES/ADVERTISING
SALES DIRECTOR - NEW YORK

We seek a dynamic, seasoned, sales executive to head up our sales efforts in two key areas: ad sales and channel development. You will be responsible for managing a geographically diverse ad sales team and for developing sales compensation plans in conjunction with management. The successful candidate will have a track record of building highly productive sales teams in either interactive or print media, and have management skills to assist us in our growth to a multi million dollar company. Direct marketing experience, a high-tech background, Internet knowledge and a demonstrated ability to develop and execute a sales strategy is required.

ADVERTISING SALES ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES - NEW YORK

We are seeking experienced and innovative sales executives for our New York office. To qualify for this challenging position, you must possess 3-5 years' national sales experience in print, broadcast or the internet, or 3+ years' experience at a major advertising agency in a media or account management capacity. Candidates must exhibit effective communication skills, persuasive presentation techniques, and an ability to close sales. Familiarity with the technology industry and the Internet is a plus.

RESEARCH PROJECT MANAGER

Interactive Research firm needs Project Manager. Requires related college or advanced degree, 5+ years research experience with supplier, excellent communication skills. Extensive client contact, report writing, qualitative/statistical data analysis and management of ongoing projects will be critical components. Good computer skills and a strong desire to learn about the online environment are required.

RESEARCH ANALYST

Interactive Research firm needs Research Analyst. Requires related college degree, 2+ years research experience, excellent computer/communication skills and interest in the online environment. Great opportunity for smart self-starter with growing firm!

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Diversity and flexibility is needed to support research and marketing divisions. Phone management, word processing, email and general office skills are a must. Requires related college degree.

The Vermont Country Store

The Vermont Country Store is a 50-year old mail order/retail business located in southwestern Vermont with a strong commitment to excellence. We have two key openings in our Creative Department.

Creative Director

This newly created position will be responsible for the overall management of a growing Creative Department of 10+ people. Exceptional leadership skills, creative/conceptual talent and the ability to take risks that will drive and motivate the creative staff are essential to success in this position. This person must be capable of supervising the creative development of existing and new titles to multiple customer files and must possess the initiative to push the business forward.

Other responsibilities include fiscal management, integration of new technology to meet current and future needs of the department, and development of our Web site. We need a result-oriented professional with at least five years of proven experience in creative direction in a catalog environment with multiple titles. A strong background in design is preferred. An entrepreneurial outlook, strong personnel management skills and technical abilities are a must.

Graphic Designer

We have an immediate opening for a Designer in our Creative Department. Working with the Art Director, this person will be responsible for the design and production of Green Mountain Mercantile, our 4-color catalog of women's apparel.

Primary responsibilities include page conceptualization, design and production of a total of 8 books annually. Production of several books at one time demands a clear-thinking, efficient, organized design professional who thrives in a team environment and enjoys producing the pages as much as designing them. Technical skills are critical. A positive attitude is essential.

We require 5 years demonstrated design/production experience, with proficiency in Quark Express, Illustrator and Photoshop.

Both are full-time positions with competitive salary and strong benefits packages. To apply, please send your resume, references, salary requirements and a cover letter to: Pam Nemlich, Director of Human Resources, or fax us at (802)362-8250.

The Vermont Country Store
P.O. BOX 1108
MANCHESTER CTR., VT 05255
FAX: 802-362-8250

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
HELP WANTED

Fast Paced Beverly Hills P.R. Firm looking for:
Account Executive
Min. 3 yrs. exp. w/ ability to manage multiple projects & events, excellent knowledge of entertainment/lifestyle media

Assistant
Strong writing & comm. skills, WP a must.
Fax only (310) 274-7838
[No Calls Please]

ACCOUNT SUPERVISOR
Expanding Marketing Services/Advertising Agency needs a professional Account Manager to handle blue-chip package goods and healthcare clients. Intellectual horsepower and experience a must. Located in Stamford, CT. Fax resume to:
Tom Hayes
The Senior Network, Inc.
203-975-9078

PRODUCTION BILLING COORDINATOR
Growing NY office of National Ad Agency has opportunity for individual with 2-3 yrs. experience. Agency background required. Data/track exp. helpful. Send resumes to:
Geri Fortunato
Earle Palmer Brown
345 Hudson St., NY., NY 10014
No calls please.

PROMOTION AE
Leading promotional/marketing services company seeks two detail-oriented professionals with demonstrated ability to straddle both sides of the strategic-creative fence. Strong applied knowledge of promotional marketing for consumer package goods, entertainment products and special events preferred. Superior written and oral communication skills plus strong analytical and conceptual abilities required.

AE, STRATEGICAL ALLIANCES
Working with the Director of Strategic Alliances, position combines new business solicitation with management of existing client base. Ideal candidate will have 2+ years experience in tie-in partner negotiation and must be very comfortable with cold calling. Tremendous opportunity for someone with lots of drive and initiative.

AE, ENTERTAINMENT
Position requires a highly organized individual, committed to executional excellence, with some background in entertainment marketing, who can handle clients and go to meetings all by him/herself. We have exciting clients and a terrific opportunity for an entrepreneurial type who knows that impeccable account service is the basis of any successful program.

Send/fax resume to:
Mary Cioffi
GB! Promotions
130 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011
Fax: 212-645-0618

ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.
All copy and artwork must be in no later than WEDNESDAY. Copy received after Wednesday will be held and run in the next available issue.
We appreciate your cooperation.

MEDIA BUYING SUPERVISOR
Southwest regional agency looking for an experienced Media Supervisor. Must have knowledge of MM+, ability to think strategically in developing plans for multimedia retail clients plus excellent written and presentation skills. Interested candidates should fax resume and cover letter to:
Gayle Smiley
Moroch & Associates
(212) 520-6464

MEDIA BUYERS
McCann-Erickson Worldwide is seeking motivated individuals for Buyer positions in the Houston office. Candidates must have experience buying major markets on spot TV and radio. 3+ years required, computer skills a plus. Send resumes to:
McCann-Erickson
750 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
ATTN: Maureen McClafferty

COPYWRITER
Call Shawn
at The Brownstein Group
215-735-3470

THE CONVENIENT CLASSIFIED CONTACT FORM

ADWEEK BRANDWEEK MEDIAWEEK
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DEADLINE:
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.
All copy and artwork must be in no later than WEDNESDAY. Copy received after Wednesday will be held and run in the next available issue.
We appreciate your cooperation.
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**NEWS OF THE MARKET**

**Fox Takes CN Honors**

Vanity Fair publisher Mitchell Fox has been named Condé Nast Publisher of the Year by company CEO Steve Florio. The honor goes to publishers whose titles show "steady advertising gains and solid earnings results," Florio said. Fox, who left CN's Details for Vanity Fair two and a half years ago, has overseen a 40 percent increase in ad pages.

**“CBS Corp.” Is Official**

Westinghouse last week said it will rename its media division CBS Corp., housing the company's television, cable, radio and syndication groups. The renaming will go into effect when Westinghouse completes the separation of its media and industrial units later this year.

**Rodale Reshapes Interactive**

Rodale Press, publisher of Men's Health, Prevention, Runner's World and other fitness titles, is reorganizing its interactive businesses, Rodale Interactive. Content for Men's Health Daily (www.menshealth.com) will overlap more with Men's Health magazine, including articles and opportunities to ask questions of editors. The Women's Edge Web site, the spin-off from Prevention magazine, was suspended two weeks ago and will by year-end be resuspended and better suited with the magazine. The site's overall lifestyle focus was not service-oriented enough to be recognized as a Prevention publication, Rodale said. Rodale Interactive's revamping is intended to solidify the link between the Web sites and the magazines. A stronger magazine-Internet package will then be presented to advertisers. Previously, advertising for the Web sites and the magazines was sold separately.

**Cable Upgrades Announced**

Several cable interconnects and cable operators have announced steps to upgrade to digital ad insertion systems. Time Warner Cable picked SkyConnect to provide its system to systems serving 270,000 subscribers in Milwaukee and 30,000 subscribers in Eau Claire, Wis. In nearby Minneapolis, the Interconnect of the Twin Cities selected SeaChange Digital's SPOT system to handle its digital ad insertion needs. The Interconnect reaches some 450,000 cable homes in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area.

SeaChange also inked a $1.7 million deal to install the SPOT system in Jones Intercable's systems serving 260,000 homes in the Chicago area. Jones is a member of the Chicago Cable Interconnect, which covers 1.4 million cable subs.

**MG/Perin Rolls Movies**

Independent syndicator MG/Perin Inc. is introducing its first movie package in 10 years. The 10-title Star Power 1 package is being offered as part of a broadening slate of nationally syndicated TV programming from the New York-based distributor. Among the titles is Ragtime, the last feature film starring James Cagney. An additional four films, which had previous exposure on the Showtime pay cable network, are being offered on a cash-only basis to TV stations clearing the whole package. Those titles are Parallel Lives (an ensemble cast starring Mira Sorvino, Gena Rowlands and Dudley Moore), The Wrong Man (John Lithgow, Rosanna Arquette), Lush Life (Forest Whitaker, Jeff Goldblum, Kathy Baker) and Down Came a Blackbird (Vanessa Redgrave, Raul Julia, Laura Dern).

MG/Perin has set October 1997 as the trigger date for the first title (Parallel Lives).
On March 19-20, in Los Angeles, California — The most electrifying ways that people, companies, the public, or even your love interest can be manipulated, influenced or persuaded, will be revealed to a select group of advertising, sales and marketing insiders...

**WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH THIS POWER?**

By Steve Dworman, President

We are in the "Persuasion Business."

Our success at persuading someone to "buy," directly affects us financially.

Imagine this...what if I told you that there is a set of explosive techniques available, developed at the university level, that have literally proved to be the most powerful tools available for influencing, persuading, and completely motivating someone to do something that they would have never anticipated doing?

INC magazine recently reported that one of these techniques was used by a new catalog company to increase their sales by an amazing 600% in only a few months!

These are not theories. These are tried and true principles that are demonstrable, under both laboratory conditions and real life situations, to influence people, entire companies, even juries, more powerfully than anything ever before.

Imagine the impact you'll have on your competition, your customers, even your own love interest, when you personally harness this power.

In just two days you'll learn to persuade, influence and change most anyone through a series of remarkable techniques that you can use instantly to achieve results you previously thought impossible.

Uncovered—the most electrifying set of ways that individuals, companies, and the public can be manipulated!

**Ask yourself these four questions...** If you don't know the answers, you are leaving huge amounts of money on the table, and missing million dollar opportunities!

1. A man enters a men's store to purchase a suit and a sweater. Which should you sell him first to make the greatest amount of money?
2. What "PERSUASION TECHNIQUE" compelled 95% of the nurses tested in a hospital to perform four illegal acts that were potentially deadly and in flagrant violation of hospital policy?
3. What specific set of information told to your customers on the phone will compel them to purchase six times more product from you? This is a proven fact!
4. MCI used this specific "PERSUASION TECHNIQUE" to compel nine out of ten consumers to switch their long distance service. How can you utilize the same principle to reap hundreds of thousands of dollars in your business?

If Coca-Cola had been aware of just one of these principles, they would not have created the biggest marketing blunder in their company's history. And neither will you.

Barry Diller would not have paid over one million dollars more than he could ever hope to recoup when he purchased The Poseidon Adventure for ABC.

**USING THESE TECHNIQUES, A SMALLER COMPANY CAN EASILY DEFEAT A LARGER COMPANY. A WEAKER COMPETITOR CAN OVERTAKE A STRONGER OPPONENT.**

And the beauty is...your targets will never realize that these "HIDDEN PERSUASION TECHNIQUES" are being used on them. They have to assume that they are being overcome by natural forces.

**KNOWING THESE PROVEN STRATEGIES, AND HOW TO USE THEM, CAN LITERALLY GENERATE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS MORE TO YOUR BOTTOM LINE. IN SOME CASES, EVEN MILLIONS!**

A person who doesn't even like you can be compelled to purchase twice as much from you! The secret of this Cornell University experiment will be revealed during this two day seminar...but to what extent your appetite, it involved using a single can of Coca-Cola™ in a very specific way.

And after failing with two previous attempts, G. Gordon Liddy used this specific persuasion technique to finally secure approval for the Watergate break-in. (For information, Liddy used the same "PERSUASION TECHNIQUE" utilized by the Boy Scouts to sell candy.)

For the past 20 years, universities from around the world have been quietly conducting breakthrough research on persuasion and influence. What they've discovered clinically is extraordinary! The benefits to you are irrefutable!

Sponsored by my SDE, Inc. and ADWEEK Magazines, on March 19-20, at the Westin Hotel at Los Angeles International Airport, you'll learn the most potent INSIDE SECRETS OF PERSUASION AND INFLUENCE ever uncovered! And you'll learn how to personally master them for your immediate benefit.

**DURING THESE EXPLOSIVE TWO DAYS, YOU'LL BE TAUGHT BY THE TOP AUTHORITIES IN THE WORLD!**

To begin, you'll experience a rare, full day appearance by Dr. Robert Cialdini.

Dr. Cialdini is the world's foremost expert on influence and persuasion. He is a Regents' Professor of Psychology at Arizona State University and author of Influence - The Psychology of Persuasion. Among the most important books written in the last 10 years, according to the Journal of Marketing Research.

He has privately shared his persuasion skills and insights with IBM, Merrill Lynch, Texas Instruments, Kodak, and The Stockholm School of Economics.

In fact, Dr. Cialdini recently taught the same persuasion techniques you'll learn in closed door sessions to NATO to help them solve a top secret security issue!

Dr. Cialdini will take you by the hand and open your eyes to the most startling findings in the field of persuasion and influence and demonstrate how you can apply them to your business. He'll also share with you the six pricele ways of compelling someone to "buy."

When I personally put these techniques to work, was completely blown away by their power to generate huge financial gains in everything I did*

• Sales from my television commercial doubled just by rewriting one sentence within it!
• My telephone sales have ballooned 25% from 1990 to 1996, by merely adding one element to our sales offer.
• In the past, my sales staff had to chase down order. Now, customers are not only pursuing us, they are GIVING US MORE BUSINESS THAN THEY EVER HAD BEFORE!
• For months, I attempted to negotiate a particular contract without any success. Putting these techniques to work, I closed the deal in a matter of moments with just two simple steps.
• These incredible techniques have increased our sales to a phenomenally high level, one of our chief competitors was forced to close their doors.
• An associate of mine even used these strategies to represent himself in court. The jury awarded him the maximum amount of money allowed by law!

In addition, by using these techniques, YOU WILL EASILY Elicit Compliance FROM...

• Your employees
• Your vendors
• EVEN YOUR COMPETITORS!

By using this information you will turn a marginal success into a winner, and a successful campaign into a BLOCKBUSTER...
Whether you're looking to:

- Increase your dollar response from your print advertising;
- Increase the effectiveness of your direct mail campaign;
- Save thousands of dollars by learning what doesn't work in print without spending your own money;
- Learn how to influence your customer through your correspondence with them, in ways that you never thought possible.

This is information that you need to have. Previously, the only way to secure it was for you to attend one of Joe's private seminars costing $3,000.00. Only by attending these two days will you learn his secrets.

AND FINALLY, THE WORLD'S GREATEST SALESMAN WILL REVEAL HIS TECHNIQUES FOR GENERATING SALES THAT OTHERS CALL IMPOSSIBLE!

Joe Girard is literally the world's greatest salesman! He is listed in the Guinness Book of World Records for selling a lifetime total of 13,001 automobiles—all at retail. He sold a record 174 cars in one month alone! THAT'S AN AVERAGE OF SIX CARS SOLD EVERY DAY!

No one has ever come close to this astonishing sales record...and there's a reason...

Joe Girard developed a real-world system that is based on research, studies, and theory. Only thing is, he didn't know it when he did it.

He developed the system through trial and error...AND IT WORKS BEYOND BELIEF! HIS SALES RECORD STANDS BY ITSELF!

He'll teach you his powerful secrets in this special closing session. SECRETS YOU CAN USE TO BOOST YOUR REVENUE TO NEW HEIGHTS!

Believe me, when Joe explained his system to me, I was blown away with the applications it has! This stuff really works!

There are so many ways within your company to put these scientifically developed techniques to work. YOU COULD USE JUST 20% OF WHAT YOU LEARN AT THIS EVENT, AND BE SHOCKED AT YOUR NEWFOUND POWER TO CREATE TREMENDOUS PROFITS FROM OUT OF NOWHERE.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND FROM YOUR COMPANY?

- Your entire senior executive staff
- Your marketing staff
- Your sales people
- Your customer service personnel
- Your advertising department
- Your legal staff and deal makers

The more people from your company who attend "MIND CAPTURE," the greater the rewards you will reap. And believe me, when you are sitting in the audience getting brilliant flashes of inspiration...YOU WILL WISH THAT YOUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION WAS THERE TO PUT THESE TECHNIQUES INTO PRACTICE IMMEDIATELY!

If your competitors attend, don't give them the opportunity to master these powerful persuasion techniques...and then master you!

Space is extremely limited. Don't miss this ONE TIME OPPORTUNITY!

A PERSONAL NOTE: Six years ago, I didn't have a dime to my name. During these past six years I was personally guided by each of these extraordinary men. Through working with them, learning from them, and putting their knowledge to good use, I progressed personally and in business beyond my wildest dreams. I want you to have the same incredible opportunity that I had. That's why I've personally brought these four remarkable individuals together for this one time only event.

MY PERSONAL GUARANTEE TO YOU: If for any reason you or any of your staff do not find this THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION YOU'VE EVER RECEIVED AT A CONFERENCE by noon of the first day, I’LL GIVE YOU A 100% REFUND OF YOUR REGISTRATION FEE ON THE SPOT!

Fee: Individuals from all over the world have paid $8,000.00 to hear Dr. Cialdini speak alone. Your cost for the entire seminar is only $1,495.00.

Early Bird Discount: Register before February 28th, and your cost is only $995.00. THAT'S OVER A 33% DISCOUNT FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR COMPANY! (There are additional discounts for five or more people.) This event will sell out quickly.

THESE SPEAKERS WILL NEVER APPEAR TOGETHER AGAIN!

March 19-20, The Westin at Los Angeles International Airport.

Call Julie @ 310-472-5253 to register or for additional information

THE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION PRESENTED AT THIS CONFERENCE IS LIMITED TO ATTENDEES ONLY. ALL ATTENDEES ARE REQUIRED TO SIGN A CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT.

Stop and consider the amount of money that you spend on marketing or putting a sales campaign into action. IF YOU DON'T USE THE POWER OF THESE AMAZING PERSUASION SECRETS IN EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR BUSINESS... YOU ARE THROWING YOUR MARKETING MONEY DOWN THE DRAIN!

SPONSORED BY

Steve Dworman Enterprises, Inc. Adweek magazines
Media Notes

CONTINUED

Block Joins Marquee
Curt Block has been hired as vp of media relations for New York–based Marquee Group, a TV production, management, marketing and public relations company serving the sports, news and entertainment industries. Previously, Block served Marquee as a consultant. Prior to working for Marquee, Block had worked for NBC as vp of media relations.

DirecTV Offers Ag Exclusive
DirecTV, the leading digital satellite provider in the U.S., will launch a service that will be available only on its system. Channel Earth, which is chaired and hosted by Orion Samuelson, a well-known farm broadcaster with WGN-Tribune Broadcasting, will provide farmers, ranchers and rural consumers with agricultural data, information and updates. Channel Earth begins programming in March.

Hagopian in at InterZine
Tom Hagopian, a former vp and general manager of ESPNET, was named president of InterZine Productions, a sports-content-driven new media company. Hagopian launched ESPNET’s SportsZone, a coproduced Web site between ESPN and the Starwave Corp. At InterZine, he will expand marketing and programming of the existing GOLF, iSKI and The Sports Business Daily sites as well as develop content for new sites.

Horowitz Leaving GGP for TWI
Robert C. (Bob) Horowitz, one of the founding executives of San Francisco–based sports event marketer and television producer/syndicator Golden Gate Productions (GGP), has been named senior vp of New York–based Trans World International. Horowitz, who will exit as president of GGP on March 1, joins TWI to head development of sports programming and distribution ventures. TWI is a division of IMG (International Management Group), the management and marketing firm that represents a wide variety of sports and entertainment celebrities, including golfer Tiger Woods and violinist Itzhak Perlman.

Cella Takes on More at McCann
McCann-Erickson has restructured its $1 billion national broadcast group. William Cella, executive vp of broadcast and programming for McCann North America, takes over all national TV media, including network, cable and syndication, for all McCann clients. He takes over the reins from Joel Segal, the former executive vp/director of national broadcast, who now becomes executive vp/special projects director worldwide. In a related move, Donna Wolfe is being promoted from senior vp/director of national TV negotiations to executive vp/director of national broadcast, reporting to Cella.

Telemundo, NBA Strike Deal
Miami-based Telemundo Network and NBA Entertainment announced a programming agreement last week that will allow the Spanish-language network to air non-game programming, such as NBA Jam, the NBA celebrity-studded, youth-oriented TeamUp Celebration; and NBA public service announcements. Telemundo has owned and operated stations and affiliates in 57 markets and reaches 85 percent of U.S. Hispanic households.

Rochester Papers to Merge
In June, Gannett’s 79-year-old Rochester, N.Y., Times-Union, an afternoon daily, will merge with Gannett’s Rochester morning paper, the Democrat and Chronicle. Times-Union circulation is 45,500, while Democrat and Chronicle circulation is 142,500 and 249,500 on Sunday, when the Times-Union is not published. About 36 full-time jobs will be lost when the afternoon paper folds.

KCTS Tests Digital Signal
Seattle’s KCTS-TV, a PBS affiliate, has begun transmission with an experimental digital TV transmitter. The transmitter, built jointly by Harris Corp. and Westinghouse, will be used to send out a low-power signal to conduct transmission propagation tests and will allow the manufacturers to test and refine their products under actual broadcast conditions.

SRDS Taps Spina
Peter A. Spina last week was named vp and group publisher of SRDS, publishers of resources for media professionals and interactive media production and planning tools. Spina will be responsible for the company’s sales and business development activities. He joins SRDS from 1-800-FLOWERS Inc., where he was vp of business development and corporate services. Over the course of his career, Spina has worked as publisher of The Family Handyman; vp and gm of Gannett Network, a division of the Gannett Co.; director of ad sales and marketing for The National sports daily; and New York divisional sales manager for People.

4As Nominates Chairmen
The American Association of Advertising Agencies advisory council has announced its nominees for chairman and vice chairman: Current vice chairman Ralph Rodyholm, of Euro RSCG Tatham, has been nominated for chairman, and Patrick McGrath, of Jordan McGrath, Case & Taylor, has been nominated for vice chairman for 1997/98. Elections will be held on April 9.

Friedman Opens Marketing Co.
Douglas Friedman, senior vp of creative services for New World Communication Group’s recently shuttered Genesis Distribution syndication division, has founded Malibu Marketing Inc. Located in Calabasas, Calif., Malibu has already been retained by Pioneer Entertainment, a division of Pioneer Electronics, and Twentieth Television.

Bohle Strikes Gold
Cable marketing communications veteran Bob Gold recently joined L.A.–based marketing firm The Bohle Company as executive vp. Gold brings cable and technology clients from the firm he opened when he left Prime Sports Los Angeles as vp/marketing communications.
The 1997 ICON Awards for Technology Marketing

Monday, March 24th, at the ANA Hotel, San Francisco
Cocktails at 6:00  Dinner and Awards at 7:00  Guest Star Presenters: Penn and Teller

Join us at the 1997 Marketing Computers Icon Awards Dinner at the ANA Hotel, 50 Third St. (between Market and Mission), San Francisco, California.

Name _____________________________________________________________
Title _____________________________________________________________
Company __________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________
City_________________________ State ________ Zip________________________
Phone __________________________ Fax _________________________________
E-mail ________________________________

Please reserve: ___ seat(s) or ___ table(s) ($100/person, $1000/table of 10).

Enclosed is my check for the amount of ____________________________
Please make checks payable to Marketing Computers Icon Awards.

Please charge my:  [ ] VISA  [ ] MC  [ ] American Express
Card Number ___________________________ Expiration Date _____________
Signature _________________________________________________________

For additional names, please photocopy coupon and enclose with payment.

Please RSVP by Monday, March 12th

Send to: Alexandra Scott-Hansen, Marketing Computers, 1515 Broadway, 12th floor, NY, NY 10036. Or fax to Alexandra at 212-536-5353.
For more information call, 212-536-6588 or e-mail ascott-hansen@adweek.com.

sponsored by:

BusinessWeek

Beyond News. Intelligence.
U S WEST YELLOW PAGES

Agency: Grey Advertising, Los Angeles
Begins: Now
Budget: $15 million
Media: TV, radio, newspapers, outdoor

A new image campaign for U S West Yellow Pages introduces the new name U S West Dex Yellow Pages to consumers in 14 Western and Midwestern states. (Dex is shorter for directory expert.)

In its introductory TV spot, "The Big Sweep," a well-worn directory covered with doodles is transformed into a new U S West Dex Yellow Pages. Via special effects and animation, a janitor sweeps the scribbled directory clean. The letters swirl around in the air, then become incorporated into the new Dex logo, which consists of a man holding a magnifying glass.

"You'll look at the Yellow Pages in a whole new way. But one thing will remain the same: It will be the one you use," says a voiceover. The tagline is: "U S West Dex. Your directory expert."

"The campaign is groundbreaking both for the category and for the task of brand introduction," said Grey creative director Robert Giaimo. "While virtually impossible to do just a few years ago, the combination of live action, special effects and animation resulted in a spot that is believable, yet uniquely memorable."

U S West executives decided a year ago to revitalize the directory brand to better position it against competitors. Company research showed that consumers viewed the U S West Yellow Pages as reliable but generic.

"It successfully links the new brand to the trust and familiarity associated with the old brand," said Lea Long, director of marketing communications for U S West Dex in Englewood, Colo., a division of U S West. "Grey's campaign helps differentiate U S West Dex now and positions the company for the future."

The first spot broke in Minneapolis and Tucson, Ariz., last month and will run in other U S West markets this year and in 1998. The campaign includes radio, newspaper and outdoor ads as well as painted buses, bus panels and messages painted on walls. —Angela Dawson

LOUIS RICH

Advertiser: Louis Rich Inc.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago
Begins: Now
Budget: $5-10 million
Media: Print

This month marks the rollout of a new year-long print campaign for Kraft Foods' Louis Rich Co. line of sliced meats that gives the brand some visual pizzazz with the clever placement of sandwiches in photos. For example, in a two-page spread ad, the combination of a foot-long submarine sandwich in the foreground conceals the car from which a man is waving, making it appear that he's driving the sandwich.

The theme carried on all executions is "Louis Rich. What'll you make of it?" and each ad contains a recipe for the sandwich shown.

Madison, Wis.-based Rich spent approximately $5 million last year on a mix of television and print, according to Competitive Media Reporting, a sharp decline from $14 million in 1995. This year's campaign will nearly double spending but will use print alone.

Kraft's Oscar Mayer is the $2.8 billion sales last year of meats category leader, with a 25.6 percent share in 1996, according to Information Resources Inc. Louis Rich holds the No. 4 spot behind private label and ConAgra with a 10.4 percent share of sales last year. —Scott Hume

LOUISIANA TOURISM

Agency: Peter A. Mayer Advertising and Partners, New Orleans
Begins: March
Budget: $5.5 million
Media: TV

Louisiana's first new state tourism advertising campaign in three years kicks off next month, managed by a four-agency group including lead agency Peter A. Mayer Advertising and Partners and G. Me & Co., both of New Orleans; The Graham Group of Lafayette, La., and Judy Williams & Associates of Shreveport, La.

New spots tout Louisiana's charms

"You'll look at the Yellow Pages in a whole new way. But one thing will remain the same: It will be the one you use," says a voiceover. The tagline is: "U S West Dex. Your directory expert."

"The campaign is groundbreaking both for the category and for the task of brand introduction," said Grey creative director Robert Giaimo. "While virtually impossible to do just a few years ago, the combination of live action, special effects and animation resulted in a spot that is believable, yet uniquely memorable."

U S West executives decided a year ago to revitalize the directory brand to better position it against competitors. Company research showed that consumers viewed the U S West Yellow Pages as reliable but generic.

"It successfully links the new brand to the trust and familiarity associated with the old brand," said Lea Long, director of marketing communications for U S West Dex in Englewood, Colo., a division of U S West. "Grey's campaign helps differentiate U S West Dex now and positions the company for the future."

The first spot broke in Minneapolis and Tucson, Ariz., last month and will run in other U S West markets this year and in 1998. The campaign includes radio, newspaper and outdoor ads as well as painted buses, bus panels and messages painted on walls. —Angela Dawson

The campaign, one of the 10 largest tourism efforts in the nation, according to Mayer, will run in regional markets.

The latest ads carry a fresh tagline that urges tourists to "Come as you are. Leave different." Three 30-second TV commercials and one 60-second version show people hanging around the house of an antebellum plantation or taking a drive on riverboats or streetcars, and mountains of crawfish instead of forest-covered hills. Each spot ends with an Internet address.

"You'll look at the Yellow Pages in a whole new way. But one thing will remain the same: It will be the one you use," says a voiceover. The tagline is: "U S West Dex. Your directory expert."

"The campaign is groundbreaking both for the category and for the task of brand introduction," said Grey creative director Robert Giaimo. "While virtually impossible to do just a few years ago, the combination of live action, special effects and animation resulted in a spot that is believable, yet uniquely memorable."

U S West executives decided a year ago to revitalize the directory brand to better position it against competitors. Company research showed that consumers viewed the U S West Yellow Pages as reliable but generic.

"It successfully links the new brand to the trust and familiarity associated with the old brand," said Lea Long, director of marketing communications for U S West Dex in Englewood, Colo., a division of U S West. "Grey's campaign helps differentiate U S West Dex now and positions the company for the future."

The first spot broke in Minneapolis and Tucson, Ariz., last month and will run in other U S West markets this year and in 1998. The campaign includes radio, newspaper and outdoor ads as well as painted buses, bus panels and messages painted on walls. —Angela Dawson
Goldberg, agency chief executive officer.

Like the print work, the TV spots are slated to use the client's new tagline: "Stay tuned."

The most daring placement in the print campaign is in Daily Bread, a hard-core skating magazine that scorns large corporate skate makers such as Rollerblade. Beneath a large reproduction of Rollerblade's logo is the statement: "Jeez, running an ad in here makes us feel like the cute, skinny guy in prison," referring to a vulnerable inmate that prisoners could victimize.

GMO will use a similar tone and unconventional approach in its first TV ads for the launch of Coca-Cola's Citra soft drink, sources said.

Art director Terry Rietta and copywriter Paul Carek worked on the Rollerblade campaign under the tutelage of creative director O'Neill.

--Joan Voight

WEAREVER AIR
Advertiser: Mirro Inc.
Agency: Liggett-Stashower, Cleveland
Begin: Now
Budget: $3-5 million
Media: TV, print

Cookware marketer Mirro Inc. next week breaks humorous TV spots extending its Wearever Air brand.

Introduced last year as a brand for baking sheets, the Wearever Air name has been expanded to skillets, casseroles and other stovetop cookware. TV spots suggest new uses for old cookware after people switch to Wearever Air. These include a frying pan recycled as a birdbath and a Dutch oven used as a dog's dish.

Print ads, breaking this month in cooking and lifestyles magazines, take a more straightforward approach, contrasting foods burned on other pans with better results from Wearever Air. "With the print, we have a more epicurean audience, so we were able to take a different approach," said Lynn Lilly, Liggett senior vp and creative director.

Manitowoc, Wis.-based Mirro spent approximately $1.5 million on media advertising in 1996, according to Competitive Media Reporting. Spending will be higher in 1997, Lilly said. —Scott Hume

CMR Top 15
A Weekly Ranking of the Top Brands' Advertising in Network Prime Time

Week of Jan. 20-26, 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Spots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BURGER KING</td>
<td>V234</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WENDY'S</td>
<td>V234</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SPRINT LONG DISTANCE--RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>B142</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>KFC RESTAURANT</td>
<td>V234</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BOSTON MARKET</td>
<td>V234</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>H &amp; R BLOCK TAX SERVICE--CS</td>
<td>V213</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ALASKA--VIDEO</td>
<td>H330</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>AMERICAN DAIRY ASS N.--MILK</td>
<td>F131</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TARGET DISCOUNT STORES</td>
<td>V324</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NEW LINE--IN LOVE &amp; WAR MOVIE</td>
<td>V233</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NYQUIL--LIQ COLD REMEDY</td>
<td>D212</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>OLIVE GARDEN RESTAURANT</td>
<td>V234</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1-800-COLLECT</td>
<td>B142</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>INFINITI TRUCKS--QX4</td>
<td>T118</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>MENTADENT-TARTAR-CONTROL TOOTHPASTE</td>
<td>D121</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranked in order of total spots. Includes ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, UPN and WB. Regional feeds are counted as whole spots. Spots indexed to average spots for all brands advertising in prime time, i.e., if McDonald's Index=1308, McDonald's ran 1208 percent more spots than the average. Source: Competitive Media Reporting

Disney Adventures

The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of Disney Adventures.

Disney Adventures is the BIGGEST entertainment magazine for kids ages 7-14.

For more information, call Lynn Lehmkuhl, Group Publisher, at 212-633-4474
Please Health Me

AT FIRST GLANCE, MEN’S HEALTH LOOKS LIKE A good idea. After all, healthy men is a concept most people can support. Nobody wants to see a legion of pale, cadaverous lumps wheezing around the streets, demoralizing children and scaring dogs. The question, though, is how far are we willing to go to achieve this goal? Specifically, are those of us unfortunate enough to be men prepared to spend the time necessary to read and remember—not to mention acting on—the contents of a magazine crammed to bursting with “tons of useful stuff,” as its cover boasts every month? Whenever Media Person tries it, he gets a headache, which would seem to subvert the whole point. How much advice on exercising, eating, dressing, copulating and bowtie-knotting can the average slob absorb before his poor brain explodes?

Media Person remembers a time when men’s magazines were very different. Once they were essentially about reading virile literature and looking at pictures of naked women. All you had to do was sit there and be entertained. It was wonderfully passive. It was downright relaxing. Not any more.

Nowadays the successful men’s magazine insists that you get off your lazy butt and start crunching your abs and pumping your thighs. While you’re at it, the mag will also instruct you on what to eat, where to vacation, what kind of socks to wear, how to avoid making your boss angry and how to wield your procreative organ without causing injury or mass panic. The only drawback they report is that by the time they’ve finished doing everything the magazine advises them to do, they’re utterly exhausted, the day is over and it’s time to start all over again.

Consider exercise alone. Men’s Health flings at you more workout tips, large and small, than there are rocks in the Rockies: Pullups are just about the best exercise, so get yourself a pullup bar. To raise your HDL (good cholesterol) level, you must run at least 10 miles a week. To get the most out of your workout, first warm up with aerobic activity to get your blood pumping. To minimize lung shrinkage due to aging, take deep breaths several times a day. Instead of one daily workout, break it into two short workouts. Keep a strip of rubber resistance tubing handy so you can whip it out and do a few exercises during the day. Press your tongue against the roof of your mouth while you do crunches. Tone up your whole body with a one-handed dumbbell clean-and-jerk. Do these six simple exercises to condition yourself for snow shoveling and other winter activities. Do this simple, two-step stretch regularly to keep limber. Try these eight top exercises for unbelievable abs. Try martial-arts workouts. Try cross training. Try interval training. Drink plenty of water or you’ll dehydrate and die.

Got all that? Think you can work it into your schedule?

Media Person hopes so because that’s from just two issues. And he hasn’t even covered Men’s Health’s voluminous recommendations on what to eat, where to vacation, what kind of socks to wear, how to avoid making your boss angry and how to wield your procreative organ without causing injury or mass panic.

One dark suspicion Media Person has about all this: What if every year Men’s Health is really running the same 8,600 tips but cleverly repackaged to avoid detection? Would anyone notice?
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